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Executive Summary

1.1 Background

Lakes are often seen as main targets for development particularly in urban areas due

to pressure of human activities like urbanization, industrialization etc., As a result of

this, most of the urban lakes are getting degraded beyond the point of recovery.

Encroachments, siltation. discharge of domestic sewage, industrial effluents, weed
infestation are the mam causes for degradations of these lakes.

Considering the above factors the Department of Forest. Ecology & Environment,

Government of Kamataka has made efforts to rejuvenate the Hebbal Lake under INEP
in 2001-02. However, due to lack of proper maintenance and want of some technical

corrections, the lake has deteriorated within two years of it rejuvenation. Taking note

of this fact and the necessity of a sustained maintenance of the lake for its upkeep, the

Kamataka Government as a novel initiative under the aegis of Lake Development

Authority put on invitation for Expressing of Interest for the maintenance of the

restored and to be restored lakes on Develop, Operate and Transfer basis.

M/s E.I.H. Ltd., No.39, M.G. Road, Bangalore - 01, which is a pioneer in the field of

hospitality and tourism, were eager not to let go of the novel initiative of the

Government of Kamataka to sustain water bodies for the benefit of ecology and

environment. Hebbal Lake was chosen for taking up on DOT basis due its strategic

location in the city of Bangalore. M/s.EEH, Bangalore, short-listed amongst the

various agencies, M/s VIMOS Technocrats & Associates, of Bangalore to prepare a

DPR for the Hebbal lake. M/s VIMOS Technocrats & Associates were found to have

the requisite qualification and resources for bringing out the desired output within the

short time frame stipulated for carrying out the evaluation of the present status of the

lake and formulating a scheme of activities required for its revival, improvement and

its sustained maintenance as per the guidelines issued by Lake development authority.

In right earnestness a study was taken up to evaluate the following aspects

The present status of the lake.

The causes for its deteriorations.

q The social impact and its concern.

a The necessary overall plan for lake revival and upkeep.

The methodology to be adopted to improve the environs of the lake and its

upkeep.

q Formulating the essential components required for revival and maintenance

and upkeep.

a The financial implications for the revival and its maintenance.

This section presents a summary of recommendations made in the project report of the

studv.

VIMOS Technocrats S. Associates Ms E.I.H. Ltd..

Banai lore Banaalore-Ol
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1.2. Profile of Bangalore and Hebbal Lake

Bangalore city is very old city founded by Kempe Gowda and is situated in the

South Deccan Peninsular India to the South-Eastern corner of Karnataka State

between the parallels of 12°39' N and 13°18' N and meridians of 1T2T E and
77°52* E at an average elevation of about 900 meters covering on area of 451

Sq.Km having a population of 69 lakhs in the year 2001. Bangalore is the capital

state of Karnataka and is variously known as the Air-conditioned city. Garden city.

Pensioner's paradise and Pub city. Today, it sports a new label as the Silicon

Valley of India, having the unique distinction of producing the largest number of

software professionals in the world. Throbbing with life and buzzing with

industrial activity. Bangalore's salubrious climate and industrial-conducive

environment has made it the destination of most prestigious MNCs in the world.

Hebbal is the most elevated part of Bangalore and the apex point being Hebbal area

for the three major valleys of Bangalore. The Lake is located in the North of

Bangalore, abutting Ring Road on its South and Bellary Road on its east, it is 9

Kms away from Vidhana Soudha. The Hebbal Lake receives water inflow from its

catchments that covers localities of Yeshwanthpura, Mathikere, RMV, BEL and

HMT colonies, Nagavara, Narsipura and other layouts. The water of Hebbal Lake

had earlier been used for drinking purposes. Due to the change in the urban setup

and the piped water supply by BWSSB, currently the lake is locally used for

cattle/cloth washing, bathing, for pusiculture by fisheries department and

agriculture lands in the adjacent areas. It is currently used for limited boating and

garden maintained by HELPA. Most of catchments area is covered by buildings

and industries. The catchments area has a good tree cover in plantations, parks and

factory colonies. The lake was revived under the funding of INEP by KFD. The

details furnished by INEP after the lake's revival is as under.

Table 1. Details of Hebbal Lake after its revival Under INEP

SI.

no.
Item

1 Basin Cauverv

2 Area of the lake 64.50 ha

3 Water spread area 64.00 ha

4 Catchments area 2393.75 ha

5 Live capacity of lake (Before desilting) 722707 m3

6 Live capacity of lake (After desilting) 867756 m*
7 Net increase in Volume 145049 m'
8 Shore length 3800 m
9 Wetland area 15.00 ha

10 Areas of islands

Island - 1

Island - 2

Island - 3

Island - 4

Park area

355 m2

355 m2

1965 m2

240 m2

64143 m2

11 Total budget provision that was made for development Rs. 27028000

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates

Bangalore

Ms E.I.H. Ltd.,

Bangalore-01
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The details of the lake after its revival under the current plan proposed on DOT basis

SI.

no.

Item

1 Basin Cauverv
2 Area of the lake 150 acres

3 Water spread area 127 acres

4 Catchments area 2393.75 ha
5 Live capacity of lake (Before desilting) 849 million litres

6 Live capacity of lake (After desilting

)

1298 million litres

Llj Shore length 3800 m

1.3

a The detailed topographical survey of the iake carried out by using electronic

total station indicated that the average depth of water in the lake is about

1.05 mt. About % extent of lake is covered with weeds, grass and water
hyacinth etc,. The water in the lake is also polluted. Floating solids,

Sludge/Silt has accumulated again there by reducing the water holding

capacity of the lake again.

Investigation for lake Rejuvenation

On the reconnaissance survey carried out the following aspects were noticed,

The lake water is darkish in colour due to decomposition of organic matter and
entry of wastewater through the storm water inlets; it leads to depleting the

dissolved oxygen content in the water and also the water will become turbid.

The foul smell is coming due decomposition of organic matter.

The weeds are growing on surface of water body rampantly due to the entry of
wastewater into the lake, spoiling the appearance of lake beauty and drastically

reducing the water spread of the lake.

Due to the existence of floating body on the surface of water body, the area

available for boating activity is currently limited.

Due to bathing activities of the cattle in die lake leads to the pollution of lake

water and also which spoils the lake eco-system.

Bathing and cloth washing involves detergents / soap usage, dirt removal from
the cloth fabrics. The detergents, soap and dirt, which will leads to pollute the

lake water.

The surface water flow from the south western corner of the agricultural fields

can contain toxic chemical pesticides, weedicides and chemical fertilizer being

used in the fields of the catchments area led to pollution of the lake water.

The pollution of the lake water will lead to adverse affect on flora and fauna of
the eco-system of the lake.

Due to pollution of lake water, it will indirectly affect the groundwater qualitv.

VIMOS Teclinocrats & Associates

Banaalore
M/s E.I.H. Ltd.,

Bangalore-01
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1.4 Design of engineering measures.

Based on the above surveys, the components designed for Lake Rejuvenation include,

Deweeding and Desilting the lake.

Providing of Storm water catch drain with silt traps and screen barriers, this

is to avoid floating solids/wastes entry into the lake and for prevention of

lake silting up.

Catchments improvement by deweeding, desilting, removal of obstacles for

easy flow of storm water into the lake.

Strengthening of bunds by revetment.

Improvements to the wetland.

Construction of STP to treat the wastewater for augmenting the loss of lake

water due to evaporation and percolation.

Improvements to existing components such as Jogging track, Parking area,

etc.,

Development of recreational facilities around the Lake.

Providing of Kalyani for Idols immersions to avoid the lake from the toxic

paints and sludge.

Sanitary facilities.

Fencing the inner and outer boundary of water body and lake area for

protecting the lake area and water body respectively.

Suitable means of garbage and waste disposal generated from various

units/components.

Solar lighting at various points of the lake.

Medical care center

Administrative office cum reception center

Handicraft and Curio gift shops.

Operation and maintenance of the Proposed Project

It is estimated at Rs.16.75 Crores of investment, as the amount required for executing

the Project successfully and the details of the same are presented in table - 2.

VIMOS Technocrats & .Associates

Bangalore

M,s E.I.H. Ltd..

Bangalore-01
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Table 2. Project Cost Summary

Name of the Work: Development ofHebbal Lake on DOT Basis

SI.

No.
Description

Cost Rs. In

lakhs

1 De-silting, De-weeding and Strengthening 772.00

2 Eco-friendly children park, lightings, rescue watch towers,

parking bay, view points, kiosks, boundary protection, arch

bridges, solar lighting, floating restaurant and provision for

recreational facilities like bumper boats, electric boats, peddle

boats, aqua-scooters etc., 245.00

3 Silt traps and screen barriers - 2 Nos 33.10

4 Storm water drain and catchments area improvement 59.00

5 Sewage treatment plant- 3 mid and wet land improvement. 201.00

6 Toilet block (rectangular) 4.00

7 Toilet block (circular -2 units) 9.00

8 Kalyani for idols immersion 32.00

9 Security/ Ticket issue counter (2 units) 4.00

10 Lake view open air restaurant 21.20

11 Medical care center 13.70

12 Administrative office cum reception center 10.80

13 Handicrafts and Curio gift center 70.00

14 Boating jetty (Southern side) 41.50

15 Boating jetty (Northern side) 2.00

16 Generator set and furniture 80.00

17 Supervision, consultancy and miscellaneous charges 76.70

Total cost of Project 1675.00

I

(Rupees One Thousand Six Hundred Seventy Five Lakhs Only)

EIHLTD.

EIH LTD.,
Authorised Signatories

... TO
Authorised^iiStom?^° Lake °«ve,°Pment Authority

. BANGALQRF

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 'T 'ST ^

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates

Bangalore
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SI.

No.

1

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Table 2. Project Cost Summary

Name of the Work: Development of Hebbal Lake on DOT Basis

Description

De-silting. De-weeding and Strengthening

Eco-friendly children park, lightings, rescue watch towers,

parking bay, view points, kiosks, boundary- protection, arch

bridges, solar lighting, floating restaurant and provision for

recreational facilities like bumper boats, electric boats, peddle

boats, aqua-scooters etc..

Silt traps and screen barriers - 2 Nos

Storm water drain and catchments area improvement

Sewage treatment plant- 3 mid and wet land improvement.

Toilet block (rectangular)

Toilet block (circular -2 units)

Kalyani for idols immersion

Security/ Ticket issue counter (2 units)

Lake view open air restaurant

Medical care center

Administrative office cum reception center

Handicrafts and Curio gift center

Boating jetty (Southern side)

Boating jetty (Northern side)

Generator set and furniture

Supervision, consultancy and miscellaneous charges

Total cost of Project

Cost Rs. In

lakhs

772.00

245.00

33.10

59.00

201.00

4.00

9.00

32.00

4.00

21.20

13.70

10.80

70.00

41.50

2.00

80.00

76.70

1675.00

(Rupees One Thousand Six Hundred Seventy Five Lakhs Only)

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates

Bangalore
M's E.I.H. Ltd.,

Bangalore-01
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1.5 Operation and Maintenance System

In order to ensure proper maintenance

improvements, the following will have to be taken care of:

of the proposed

Daily operation of the lighting and fountains in and around the lake

Collection and disposal of ail the solid wastes from restaurants, boat

house, food courts, decks, parks and other open spaces including the

jogging track around the lake.

Maintenance and watering of the plants and other landscapes in and

around the lake

Clearing rags, papers etc., (If any) from the lake surface. Regular

disinfection of the lake surroundings.

Life guards for the boating area

Security persons for watch and ward

Cleanliness in the toilet unit etc..

Fire fighting measures and Cleanliness in Administrative office cum

reception center

Fire fighting measures and Cleanliness in Store building

Fire fighting measures and Cleanliness in Medical care center

Advertisements boards

Landscaped parks, Maze blocks, and Musical fountains.

Fire fighting measures and Cleanliness in Floating restaurant

Maintenance and Cleanliness of Boats etc.,

Fire fighting measures. Maintenance and Cleanliness of Boathouses

Fire fighting measures. Maintenance and Cleanliness of Food courts

Maintenance of the Kalyani

Maintenance of internal fence and the boundary fence of the lake

Maintenance and cleanliness of the parking bays

The estimated manpower of 55 personnel has been recommended to maintain and

earn' out the above activities.

1.6 Financing and implementation Plan

The implication of the project is proposed to be financed by M/s E.I.H. Ltd.. No. 39.

M.G. Road, Bangalore - 01 from its internal resources.

VUvtOS Technocrats & .Associates

Bangalore

Ms E.I.H. Ltd.,

Banaalore-01
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1.7 Project Management

Effective management and co-ordination of the project activities is very essential for

development successful implementation of the complex projects such as Lake

conservation its operation and maintenance. This is due to the complexity and

multiplicity of the activities and agencies involved in the implementation and also

during its operation and maintenance. Considering those aspects the preparation of

DPR for Hebbal Lake and its successful implementation is intended to be

implementation completely earned through M/s VIMOS Technocrats & Associates,

Bangalore.

The implementation of the development of Hebbal Lake on DOT Basis will take about

12 month's duration, including monsoon season from the date of issue of work order.

1.8 Conclusion: -

The project is intended to be taken up on the DOT basis more as a fulfillment of

social obligation than as a source of revenue generation. The project is

formulated a break-even basis and the activities are so projected taking the eco-

ethos of the water body and lake at large.

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates **» ELIL U
f-_ , Bangalors-OI
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

By renovating an old irrigation tank, it provides a valuable set of services to the

communities, which extend beyond irrigation. The only successful tank rehabilitation

strategy is one that looks at all the current socio-ecological activities and their values.

Not just irrigation.

Approaching the rehabilitation of the 50-100 year-old irrigation tanks-spread across

Bangalore solely from an irrigation perspective, runs the risk of depriving

communities of valuable socio-ecological services and functions that these structures

provide today.

These tanks may have become' inefficient' in their original function of providing flow

irrigation, but as they have degraded over time, they have evolved into valuable

systems that support people's livelihoods in number of ways. In addition to storing

water for crop irrigation, tanks provide services such as recharge of ground water used

by adjacent communities, fishing and aquaculture, water for raising livestock, and

recreational use.

So, to define tank rehabilitation as returning tanks to their original state as irrigation

structures' runs the risk of not using the available resource to the full potential for the

benefit of the public.

By favouring' classical' approaches to tank rehabilitation- renovating the tanks (at

high cost) by de-silting the tank-beds or raising the bunds, repairing the outlets and

lining the community and the new services that it provides. Rehabilitation of a tank

should not be done before a profile of the current user base of the tank and its

ecological functions is established.

'Modernization is a process of upgrading (as opposed to mere rehabilitation) of

irrigation schemes, combined with institutional reforms if required, with the objective

to improve resource utilization (labour, water, economic, environment). The approach

is sound, but to date little has been done to apply this knowledge more broadly or

communicate the importance of rethinking tank rehabilitation to irrigation or

development circles.

Ministiy of Water Resources Govt, of India on April 1, 2002 brought out a National

Water Policy have started that water, as a resource is one and indivisible: rainfall,

river waters, surface ponds and lakes and ground water are all part of one system.

Water is part of a larger ecological system. Realising the importance and managed as

such, and on an integrated and environmentally sound basis, keeping in view the

socio-economic aspects and needs pf the states. As the country has entered the 21 st

century, efforts to develop, conserve, utilize and manage this important resource in a

sustainable manner, have to be guided by the national perspective.

VIMOS Technocrats & .Associates lVt's EXH Ltd.,

Bangalore
Bangalore-01
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As per the latest assessment (1993), out of the total precipitation, including snowfall,

of around 4000 billion cubic meter in the country, the availability from surface water

and replenishable ground water is put at 1869 billion cubic meter. Because of

topographical and other constraints, about 60 % of this i.e. 690 billion cubic meter

from surface water and 432 billion cubic meter from ground water, can be put to

beneficial use. Availability of water is highly uneven in both space and time.

The development and overexploitation of groundwater resources in certain parts of the

country have raised the concern and need for judicious and scientific management and

conservation.

Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. Of India in its water policy 2002 have given

importance to the Private Sector Participation by incorporating that Pnvate sector

participation should be encouraged in planning, development and management of

water resources projects for diverse uses, wherever feasible. Pnvate sector

participation may help in introducing innovative ideas, generating financial resources

and introducing corporate management and improving service efficiency and

accountability to users. Depending upon the specific situations, various combinations

of private sector participation, in building, owning, operating, leasing and transferring

of water resources facilities, may be considered.

Under the Conservation of Water statement of National Water Policy 2002 it is stated

that

Efficiency of utilization in all the diverse uses of water should be optimized and an

awareness of water as a scarce resource should be fostered. Conservation

consciousness should be promoted through education, regulation, incentives and

disincentives.

The resources should be conserved and the availability augmented by maximizing

retention, eliminating pollution and minimizing losses. For this, measures like

selective modernization and rehabilitation of existing systems including tanks,

recycling and re-use of treated effluents may be promoted, wherever feasible.

Under the Performance Improvement and Maintenance and Modernization statement

of National Water Policy 2002 it is stated that

There is an urgent need of paradigm shift in the emphasis in the management of water

resources sector. From the present emphasis on the creation and expansion of water

resources infrastructures for diverse uses, there is now a need to give greater emphasis

on the improvement of the performance of the existing water resources facilities.

Therefore, allocation of funds under the water resources sector should be re-

prioritized to ensure that the needs for development as well as operation and

maintenance of the facilities are met.

Structures and systems created through massive investments should be properly

maintained in good health.

VTMOS Technocrats & Associates -N( s EIH
-
Ltd-

Bangalore Bangalore-01
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In the Conclusion statement of National Water Policy it is stated that in view of the

vital importance of water for human and animal life, for maintaining ecological

balance and for economic and development activities of all kinds, and considering its

increasing scarcity, the planning and management of this resource and its optimal,

economical and equitable use has become a matter of the utmost urgency Concerns of

the community need to be taken into account for water resources development and

management. The success of the National Water Policy will depend entirely on

evolving and maintaining a national consensus and commitment to its underlying

principles and objectives. To achieve the desired objectives. State Water Policy

backed with an operational action plan shall be formulated in a time bound manner

say in two years.

On the basis the Govt, of Karnataka has come up with a formulation, which is the first

of its kind in the country' on the lines of private sector participation on the lines

envisaged under the water policy 2002.

Lakes constitute an important component of fresh water resources in the global

perspective. They serve as an aquifer and regulating hydrological regimes, besides

providing habitats and breeding grounds for the variety of birds, fish and other aquatic

life. In the urban areas, lakes assume special importance in providing drinking water,

recreation, and fishing. However, these lakes are often seen as main targets for

development particularly in urban areas due to pressure of human activities like

urbanization, industrialization, etc, As a result of these activities most of the urban

lakes are getting degraded beyond the point of recovery. Encroachments, siltation,

weed infestation, discharge of domestic sewage, industrial effluents, surface run off

carrying pesticides and other chemicals used in agriculture are the main causes for

degradation of these lakes. The overall impact of these activities have resulted in

> Deterioration of lake water quality

> Sedimentation and shrinkage of water body

> Decrease in productivity to support flora and fauna

> Loss of aesthetic values.

In view of the various issues mentioned above and considering the above factors the

Department of Forest, Ecology & Environment, Government of Karnataka has made

efforts to rejuvenate the Hebbal Lake under INEP in 2001-02. Now for the

maintenance of the restored Hebbal Lake, EOI on DOT basis is invited from the Lake

Development Authority, Bangalore for further development, beautification and

maintenance of the Lake. The development, beautification and maintenance depends

upon lake conditions such as,

> Formulation of perspective plans for conservation based on resource

surveys.

> Prevention of pollution from point and non-point sources

> Other activities depending on location specific conditions such as an

integrated development approach, including interface with human

population.

VTMOS Technocrats & Associates M* EIH -
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With the above objective in view, it is imperative to survey and study various aspects

of these water bodies in order to understand the ecological processes of the lake so as

to formulate management action plans.

1.1 Present Study: -

Considenng the above factors the objectives of the study will be to formulate plans for

development of Hebbal Lake, so as to improve the urban environmental quality of the

city and to develop the area around the lake for recreational purposes.

The scope of the work and the approach adopted by the technical consultants to

accomplish the above objectives are detailed out in the following sections.

1.2 Scope of Work: -

The major components of the study as identified after the detailed survey work are

broadlv enumerated as under:

—

Deweeding

Desilting

Prevention of pollution from point and non-point sources entering

Construction of STP and wetland for water purification and weed control.

Providing of Storm water catch drain with silt traps and screen barriers, to

avoid wastes load entry into the lake for prevention of lake silting up.

Improvements to existing components such as Jogging track, Parking area.

Landscaping etc.,

Development of recreational facilities around the Lake.

Providing of Kalyani for Idols immersion

Sanitary facilities.

Administrative office cum reception center

Medical care center

Handicraft and Curio gift shops.

Operation and maintenance of the Proposed Project

Detailed investigations and necessary engineering surveys have been carried out to

draw plans for all the above components inline with the guidelines of Lake

Development Authority, Bangalore as mentioned in the ROP document.

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates
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1.3 Methodology: -

For effective and economical management of our water resources, inputs various areas

have to be gathered and analysed. The following are the key parameter, which have to

be considered.

1Hydrometeorology

Lake hydrology

Surface and ground water hydrology

Assessment of water resources

Water harvesting and ground water recharge

Water quality

Water conservation

Evaporation and seepage losses

Recycling and re-use

Better water management practices and improvements in operational

technology

Soils and material research

The safety and longevity of water-related structure

Economical designs for water resource projects

Use of remote sensing techniques in development and management

Use of static ground water resource as a crises management measure

Sedimentation of lakes

Environmental impact

Regional equity

The methodology adopted is broadly organized into three major aspects comprising of

urban environment and ecological improvement as under:

1

.

Assessment of current pollution status of the Lake.

2. Assessment of water inflows

3. Recommendation of engineering measures.

The aspect of assessing the Lake characteristics involved, carrying out the tasks such

as preparation of profile of the Hebbal Lake, present condition of lake, sources of

wastewater inflow and development trends around the Lake etc. In order to frame the

project proposal, the nature and characteristics of the catchments were assessed in

terms of its nature and potential to contribute to the pollution of the Lake. The

assessment survey comprised of reconnaissance surveys and topographic surveys as

elaborated in the following sections.

VTMOS Technocrats & Associates
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1.3.1. Assessment of current pollution status of the Lake: -

The objective of this task was to identify the nature and type of sources contributing to

the pollution of the lake, pollution load in terms of domestic, industrial and storm

water inflows into the lakes and its seasonal fluctuations. The task also involved the

following activities.

Task 1: Reconnaissance survey of development pattern and pollution sources,

around the Lake.

Prior to the commencement of the engineering surveys, detailed reconnaissance

survey of the lake and its surroundings were earned out to assess the exact

requirements of the surveys, secondary information pertaining to the lake and its

surroundings such as

• Details of the existing sewerage system.

• Details of the existing storm water drainage system

• Details of natural drainage pattern of the area.

_ • Meteorological and hydrological data of the region

• Base map of the Lake etc., were collected for further analysis.

Task 2: Assessment of pollution levels in the lake

.For the purposes of assessing the pollution levels in the lake during the

reconnaissance survey of the lake and its surroundings it was found that there are

two storm water inlets existing. One is from the southern side of lake from ring

road side and other one is from the western side from Bhadrappa layout. The

sewage diversion has been formulated from western side to eastern side by

constructing a separate drain on the periphery of the lake but at the time of the

heavy rains the existence sewage diversion drain is filled and over flows into the

lake along with the floating solid wastes. The existing sluice gate constructed

across the sewage diversion drain is damaged. So currently from both the storm

water inlets it was found that the huge quantity of floating bodies entered into the

lake. Currently as per the electronic total station survey carried out the weeds cover

is 62% of the surface of the water body. From both of the storm water inlets area,

foul smell is being generated due to decomposing of organic floating matter and

stagnation of sewage. Towards southeastern comer at the junction of ring road and

National highway and also towards Northeastern comer at waste weir side

immersed idols were found, so due to it the decomposition of organic matters is

found and a foul smell is being emitted. Inside the lake water body activities like

washing the cloths, Cattle bathing, sanitary activities (Toilets) were seen. These

activities have lead to the current deterioration of the lake even though the lake has

been revived in the recent past.

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates M/s F"IR Ltd
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Task 3: Preparation of Base map.

The objective of this task was to prepare a detailed base map of the Hebbal Lake

indicating the exact boundries of the lake along with surrounding details such as

roads, surrounding permanent structures, land use, etc.

The essential features of the base map was to identify the exact location of all the

water inlets into the lake and indicate them on the base map

Task 4: Profile survey of the lake.

Along with the base map preparation, topographic surveys were earned out to

assess the following basic features of the lake.

• Area of the lake

• Bank levels of the lake

• Water level

• Invert levels of the lake so as to indicate the bottom profile

• Bottom level of lake.

• Location and level of all the inlets contributing storm water.

• Details of present utilization of the lake.

Task 5: Estimation of Silt/ Sludge quantity

Based on the profile of the lake developed from the topographic survey, the

quantity and thickness of silt accumulated in the lake has been estimated. The

profile' of the lake was arrived at, by carrying out survey by using the electronic

total station surveying equipment with prisms. The levels to obtained were then

used to estimate, the total quantity of silt accumulated in the lake.

1.3.2 Assessment of wastewater inflows

Task 6 : Assessment of existing wastewater system.

In order to avoid the pollution of lake, the following studies were carried out such

as.

• Sewage disposal system adopted for the urban area around this Lake.

• Storm water inflows into the lake carrying silt and solid wastes

• Other wastewater inflows due to

1

.

Domestic animal bathing in the lake

2. Cloths washing in the lake.

In order to arrest the inflow of wastewater into the lake it is required to study the

existing sewerage diversion system provided for the Lake.

. . Ms E.I.H. Ltd.,
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1.3.3 Recommendation of Engineering measures: -

Task 7: Identification of Lake Remedial measures.

The objective of this task is to formulate remedial measures based on the analysis

of pollution sources analyses in the earlier sections. This will broadly comprise of

• De-weeding the weeds and De-silting the bed of the lake

• Prevention of waste water inflow into the lake

• Improvement to harvest storm water into the lake

• Prevent silt and floating solid wastes from entering the lake

• Structural protections.

De-silting of the Lake: -

Options of manual removal or removal through mechanical means such as

excavators have been evaluated. The options are influenced by the

characteristics of the sludge and its present condition. Presence of toxics and

large quantity of sludge will discourage manual removal of sludge. Similarly,

liquid and semi-solid status of the sludge will require conditioning measures

such as pumping of excess water so as to initiate the process of dredging. The

depth of lake and the condition of sludge (septic, dry or liquid) will also

influence the options of sludge removal. All these parameters are analyzed

and appropriate removal method have been suggested.

Structural protection and surplus flow arrangements: -

Further to ensure that no wastewater enters into the lake and excess storm

water is drained safely, appropriate structural protection measures and surplus

flow arrangements are recommended based on the assessment of structural

condition of the lake. The measures shall also consider rainfall pattern,

upstream and downstream characteristics of the area.

Task 8: Recommendation of pollution prevention measures: -

While the earlier task focuses on the measures to renovate the lake by way of de-

silting, the objective of the task will be prevent future pollution of the lake by way

of taking measures for inflow and silt accumulation.

This will comprise of

• Construction of silt traps and screen barriers.

• Suitable modification for sewage diversion.

• Measures for floating solid waste and silt collection and disposed from the

screens and the silt trap.

• Construction of Kalyani for Idols immersion.

• Construction of STP.

• Implementing environmental education programs. Etc.,

M/s E.I.H. Ltd..
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Prevention of Wastewater inlets of the lake: - The sewage diversion line

helps in avoiding of the entry of wastewater from the unplanned rapidly

growing urban extension seen around the lake. By this, the eutrophication of

lake and growth of water hyacinth in the lake is avoided completely. The

destruction of aquatic flora and fauna is avoided. It helps in the overall

maintenance of the condition of lake as also it helps avoid recurring

expenditure for the lake maintenance.

Construction of silt traps: - Normally it can be seen silting up of lakes is due

to the earning of silt from the catchments area during the monsoon, which is

deposited into the lake along with the surface water flow. The floating solids

are also earned by the wastewater and rainwater flowing into the lake. This

has to be avoided to upkeep the lake and retain the storage capacity of the lake.

The floating solids pollute and choke up the lake, as also spoils the beauty and

the aesthetic view of the lake. To cleanup the lake of this silt and floating

solids would be expensive and more time consuming as the vastness of the area

of the lake is to be considered as well as the watery situation.

It is very essential to avoid silt and floating solids entering the lake. By

providing silt traps, the silt flowing through the sewage storm water drain can

be totally eliminated from entering the lake. However, the silt collected has to

be periodically removed from the silt traps, which can be carried out at regular

intervals, which will be easy and economically viable. The same is the case

also with floating solids flowing through the storm water dram. This helps in

maintaining the lake for a longer period with minimum expenditure.

The silt traps and screen barriers will be put up to the drain width prevalent at

the site, to accommodate the storm water flow into the lake

Sanitary facilities: - Public Toilets are essential for use of public visiting the

lake as also for upkeep of the cleanliness and hygiene of the lake and

surroundings.

Solid waste collection and disposed arrangements: - In order to avoid

indiscriminate disposal of solid waste into the lake adequate solid waste

collection and disposal arrangements will be recommended to provided screen

barriers at storm water inlets.

Chain link fencing around the Lake: - The lake will be secured by providing

and constructing a Chain link fencing all around the lake to inhibit the

activities like washing. Ares passing into the lake area etc.,

Kalyani for Idols immersion: - At the time of the festival after their pujas the

idols are immersed into their nearest water body. As such the public residing in

the surrounding of Hebbal Lake area are using the lake for this purpose. After

the restoration if again the same process is continued the water body may get

affected (such as by decomposing of thrown matters into the lake and dissolved

idols immersed into the tank, metals concentration such as lead etc., may

increase). It leads to increasing the concentration of pollution of lake water.

Ms E.I.H. Ltd..
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L

Sewage Treatment plant: - During the non monsoon period the depth of the

water in the lake depletes due to evaporation and under percolation loss, so to

maintain the water level perennially for beautification as well as for

recreational facilities and to facilitates flora and fauna, the waste water flow on

the upstream side of diversion drain can be treated and allowed to the lake

through the wet land to maintain full depth of water in the lake. So a three

MLD sewage water treatment plant is proposed.

Environmental education: - This is the most important aspect of improving

the status of urban waterways. In order to ensure tins, an environmental

education program will be designed that could be implemented with the

involvement of locals.

The objective of the program will be to apprise the residents of the importance

of the lakes and water bodies in the urban ecosystem and the impacts due to

polluting the same.

Task 10: - Development of recreational and entertainment facilities.

The areas around the lakes and water bodies will provide excellent environment for

the development of recreational and entertainment facilities.

The proposals could include.

Improvement to existing Park

Improvement to existing Play spaces

Improvement to existing Landscape

Mounds

Ornamental fountains and water jets.

Sitting spaces

Improvement to existing Island

Boating Jetty-

Improvement to existing Jogging track

Entrance Arch, litter bins.

Security office

Ticket counter

Open Air restaurant

Kiosks/food courts

Watch towers

Medical care center

Administrative office cum reception center

Handicraft and curio gift shop

Arch bridge

Boats and Boat house

Floating restaurant

Solar lighting

A quick assessment of the entertainment requirements of Bangalore city will be

carried out and necessary further Improvements will be recommended.

VIMOS Technocrats &. Associates
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Task 11: - Project Costing.

Detailed cost estimates will be provided for all the recommended measures as

discussed in the earlier tasks. The capital cost of the project will be estimated

based on the market prices.

It is proposed to provide one bore well for water supply to maintain the cleanliness

of administrative building, medical care center, restaurants, food courts, toilets etc.,

Task 12: - Project Implementation: -

The implementing agency of Hebbal Lake is M/s E.I.H. Ltd., No. 39, M.G. Road,

Bangalore - 01 with Consultants - M/s VIMOS technocrats & Associates,

Bangalore.

1.4 Ownership: -

The lake is situated in Tank Registration No.353, having an area of 60.09 hectare;

under the ownership of the government of Karnataka, Extract of Topo sheet is

enclosed in Figurel.l.

1.5 Organization of the Report: -

The presentation of this report is organized into the following Eight Sections. The

present Section, the first of the report, discusses the scope of the study and the

approach adopted for carrying out various tasks to accomplish the same.

The second section of the report presents a brief profile of Bangalore city and

Hebbal Lake in terms of its physical and hydrological features.

The Third Section, on the engineering and environmental surveys carried out and

discusses the pollution status of the lake.

The fourth chapter based on the information presented in chapters 2 and 3

evaluates various options of engineering measures of Lake Rejuvenation and

design the most appropriate option for the lake improvement.

The design of systems and components for lake improvement are discussed in the

fifth chapter of the report and the sixth chapter presents operation and maintenance

aspects of the project.

The Seventh and Eighth chapters of the report, deals with the project financing,

management and monitoring evaluation aspects of the project.
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Task II: - Project Costing.

Detailed cost estimates will be provided for all the recommended measures as

discussed in the earlier tasks. The capital cost of the project will be estimated

based on the market prices.

It is proposed to provide one bore well for water supply to maintain the cleanliness

of administrative building, medical care center, restaurants, food courts, toilets etc.,

Task 12: - Project Implementation: -

The implementing agency of Hebbal Lake is M/s E.I.H. Ltd., No.39. M.G. Road,

Bangalore - 01 with Consultants - M/s VIMOS technocrats & Associates,

Bangalore.

1.4 Ownership: -

The lake is situated in Tank Registration No.353, having an area of 60.09 hectare;

under the ownership of the government of Kamataka, Extract of Topo sheet is

enclosed in Figurel . 1

.

1.5 Organization of the Report: -

The presentation of this report is organized into the following Eight Sections. The

present Section, the first of the report, discusses the scope of the study and the

approach adopted for carrying out various tasks to accomplish the same.

The second section of the report presents a brief profile of Bangalore city and

Hebbal Lake in terms of its physical and hydrological features.

The Third Section, on the engineering and environmental surveys carried out and

discusses the pollution status of the lake.

The fourth chapter based on the information presented in chapters 2 and 3

evaluates various options of engineering measures of Lake Rejuvenation and

design the most appropriate option for the lake improvement.

The design of systems and components for lake improvement are discussed in the

fifth chapter of the report and the sixth chapter presents operation and maintenance

aspects of the project.

The Seventh and Eighth chapters of the report, deals with the project financing,

management and monitoring evaluation aspects of the project.
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CHAPTER -2

STATUS OF THE LAKE SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction: -

Understanding the functioning of the lake system and its present pollution status is

very important for identifying measures for rejuvenation. The present section

based on detailed profile surveys reviews the status of the lake system; it's

functioning and utility to the urban ecology of Bangalore. For the purposes of

better understanding of the local conditions, a general profile of Bangalore and

Socio-economic conditions is also discussed in this section.

2.2 Profile of Bangalore City: -

Banalore city is very old founded by Kempe Gowda by designating Bendakaluru is

situated in the South Deccan Peninsular India to the South-Eastern corner of

Karnataka State between the latitudinal parallels of 12°39' N and 13°18' N and

Longitudinal meridians of 77°22' E and 77°52' E at an average elevation of about

900 meters covering on area of 451 Sq.Km having a population of 69 lakhs in the

year 2001.The map of the Regional setting is shown in figure 2.1. The Bangalore is

the capital of Karnataka is variously known as the Air-conditioned city, Garden

city. Pensioner's paradise and Pub city. Today, Bangalore sports anew label as the

Silicon Vallev of India, having the unique distinction of producing the largest

number of software professionals in the world. Throbbing with life and buzzing

with industrial activity. Bang lore's salubrious climate and industrial-conducive

environment has made it the destination of choice for some of the most prestigious

MNCs in the world.

The climate of Bangalore are ranging from 32 ° C - 36 ° C in the hottest month of

April to 14 ° C - 19 ° C in the winter months and the lowest minimum of 14 ° C in

January. The average rainfall is 976 mm per year. There are 1.2 lakhs of bore wells

are established in the city.

2.3 Profile of Hebbal Lake: -

A larae tank Hebbal Lake is located in the North of Bangalore, abutting Ring

Road on its South and Bellary Road on its east, it is 9 Kms away from Vidhana

SoudhaThe very fact that the lake's water was used for drinking purposes, earlier

clearly contrasted its present condition. Moreover, the lake occupies a special

place," as it is a vital habitat for migratory birds. With the growth of greater

Bangalore, the Hebbal Lake came under strain due to continuous inflow of

untreated sewage and effluents entering the lake from the catchments area as also

the vehicular pollution on the Bangalore-Hyderbad highway. This led to the

alteration in the nature of the habitat for fish, birds and other aquatic plants with

the growth of dangerous weeds like water hyacinth etc., The problem was further

complicated bv the fact that gradual siltation over the years had created deep layer

of artificial subsoil on the lakebed. While reducing the water holding capacity of

the lake, this completely stopped the recharge of ground water. As the lake was

Ms E.I.H. Ltd..
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hydrologically inter-connected to the other lakes in the chain, it received and in

turn transferred the pollutants to lakes in the downstream.

The Hebbal Lake receives water inflow from its catchments that covers localities

of Yeshwanthpura, Matthikere, RMV, BEL and HMT colonies, Nagavara,

Narsipura and other layouts. The water of Hebbal Lake had earlier been used for

drinking purposes by the local residents, in addition for use by the forest nursery,

fisheries department and agriculture lands in the adjacent areas. Most of

catchments area is covered by buildings and industries while some portion is used

for agriculture. The catchments area has a good tree cover in plantations, parks and

factory colonies.

Ecologically, the tank had a special place in the chain of Bangalore tanks, as it was

a vital habitat for migratory birds. Prior to 1984, in a district seasonal cycle, most

of the area in the lakebed used to dry during summer with sporadic small pools of

water. As these small pools were the only support systems for fish and aquatic

fauna, they exhibited a concentration of the fish and hence attracted several

migratory birds who came to Hebbal in search of food and for nesting.

Over the last few decades, the Hebbal valley has been seriously affected by the

continuous inflow of untreated sewage and effluents entering the lake from the

catchments area and vehicular pollution of the traffic on national highway (NH-7)

and Ring road. The pollution not only disturbed the seasonal cycle but also filled

the lake with eutrophic water throughout the year. It is turn, altered the nature of

the habitat for fish, birds and other aquatic plants with dangerous aquatic weed like

water hyacinth, Eichhornia Crassipes, Cyperaceae etc. infesting the lake severely.

However, as important was the change in the content of the lake. Gradual siltation

over the years created a deep layer of artificial subsoil on the lakebed. This had an

adverse impact in two ways: it reduced the water holding capacity of the lake itself,

and two, recharge of the ground water was completely arrested.

The Department of Forest, Ecology & Environment and Government of Kamataka

has made efforts to rejuvenate the Hebbal Lake under INEP in 200 1-02.The Aerial

photograph of Hebbal Lake after restoration under INEP as shown in figure 2.2.

Presently due to heavy rains the existence sewage diversion drain is filled and over

flow into the lake along with the floating bodies. The existing sluice gate

constructed across the sewage diversion drain is damaged. So from both the storm

water inlets found that the huge quantity of floating bodies entered into lake.

Weeds covered 62% of the water body. From both the storm water inlet areas foul

smell is emitted due to decomposing of organic floating matters. Towards

southeastern comer at the junction of ring road and National highway and also

towards Northeastern corner at waste weir side the immersed idols were found, due

to it the decomposition of organic matters is found and a foul smell is being

emitted. Also inside the lake water body activities like washing the cloths, Cattle

bathing, sanitary (Toilets) activities were going.

Some of the articles published in the daily newspaper during the year 2003 & 2004

about pollution of Hebbal lake after restoration under INEP are as mentioned

below^ and also Pictorial views of the same are shown in figure 2.3.
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Photo of Dead Birds seen at Hebbal Lake, published in DH, 05/06/2003

Photo of Hebbal Lake covered with Weeds, published in DH, 17/06/2004

Photo of Ilebbal Lake showing residue of the Idols immersed,

published in Prajavani 15/10/2004

Fig. 2.3
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• Article Published in DECCAN HEARLED English daily newspaper on

June 5, 2003 in front page under heading " An egret and a cormorant died

in Hebbal Lake, Bangalore probably due to dehydration''.

- It happens due to the storm water diverted into the wastewater flow

drain instead off taking into the lake.

- It affects on the population of Migratory birds life.

• Article Published in DECCAN HEARLED English daily newspaper on

June 17. 2004 under heading "Killer weed Hebbal Lake", that was de-

silted recently is partially filled with water after rains. But weeds seem to

be spreading rapidly and if not checked, might rob the lake of its new life.

- It may have happened due to the entry of wastewater into the lake.

- It affects on the flora, fauna, beauty of lake and recreational

facilities.

• Article Published in PRAJAVANI Kannada daily newspaper on October

10, 2004. The pictorial view shows "About polluted Hebbal Lake water"

showing the floating solids (due to the activities of idols immersion) and

weeds grown inside the lake and also states about the importance of

maintenance for conservation of Hebbal Lake.

From the above articles it implies that there is a necessity of Conservation of

Hebbal Lake, even- though Restoration and Conservation of the Hebbal Lake had

been taken up during 2001-02 under INEP where in mechanism for diversion of

waste water, collection and removal of silt and floating wastes entering into the

lake have not been properly implemented, improvements to storm water intake,

boundary protection and providing of separate idols immersion arrangement have

not been envisaged.

Table 2.1 Details of Hebbal Lake

Sl.no.

Basin

Area of the lake

Water spread area

Catchments area

Item

Live capacity of lake (Before desilting)

Live capacity of lake (After desilting)

Shore length

Details

Cauvery

150 acres

127 acres

2393.75 ha

849 million litres

1298 million litres

5800 mt

With regards to the details of lake as shown in table 2.1 and the present status of

lake as shown in figure 2.4 the lake has one outlet which discharges the surplus

water to the down stream, towards Northeastern side.
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VIEW OF POLLUTED WATER DUE TO IDOL IMMERSION AT SOUTH- EAST CORNER

VIEWS OF IDOL IMMERSION, WASTE WEIR & FLOW OF DIVERTED WASTE WATER JOINS THE OUT
LET OF LAKE AT NORTH-EAST CORNEER

CATTLES BATHING AT SOUTHERN SIDE

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE
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Topographic survey of the Lake: -

While some preliminary idea of the lake is available from secondary sources,

authentic information on depth of the lake, level of sludge accumulated etc., were

not available from any of the agencies involved in the lake operations. This

information is critical to judge the necessity of de-silting the lake and its regular

operations.

With this objective and to get the further physical details of the lake, a detailed

topographic survey of the lake and its surroundings was carried out in the month of

October 2004. The objective of the Survey was to find out exactly, the

characteristics such as,

• Area of the lake

• Depth of the lake

• Water spread

• Sludge/sediment accumulated

• Invert levels of the inlets and outlets to the lake and

• Weeds covered area.

To get accurate information on the terrain elevation detailed topographic survey

was conducted using electronic total station instrument. The temporary

" benchmarks were fixed on the Wall of waste weir of lake. Different Pictorial views

of present Hebbal Lake are shown in figure 2.5

The deepest point of the lake being RL 96.69. At present the average depth of

water in the lake is about 1.05 mt. To increasing the water holding capacity of lake,

the desilting for Hebbal Lake is proposed for the area of 111 acres (Tank 1)

average depth of 1 mt. To maintain the lake being always full as water should be

available through out the year for recreational activities etc., desilting of the lake is

very essential to increase the water holding capacity of lake. The total quantity of

silt to be excavated is estimated as 450000 cum. After desilting the water holding

capacity of lake increases by 35%. The excavated silt is proposed to be utilized for

improvements of slope correction of bund. Landscaping area, Garden area, island

etc.

2.4 Pollution Sources: -

The major sources of pollution of the Hebbal Lake are

• Use of lake surroundings, for number of public uses such as community

toilet, idol immersion, cloth washing, cattle bathing etc.,

• Indiscriminate arrangement for wastewater flow discharge.

• Intense residential activities.

Ms E.I.H. Ltd..
VIMOS Technocrats & Associates

_ , Banga lore-U 1
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VIEW OF STORMWATER INLET FROM WESTERN SIDE AT BHADRAPPA LAYOUT
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VIEW OF THE WASTEWATER FLOW EN DAMAGED DIVERSION DRAIN FROM WESTERN SIDE OF
BHADRAPPA LAYOUT

VIEW OF THE GROWTH OF WEEDS IN WASTEWATER FLOW DRAIN AT NORTHERN SIDE

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE
|



VIEW OF BATHING AT NORTHWESTERN SIDE

VTF.W OF WASHING ACTIVITIES AT NORTHEASTERN SIDE

VIEW OFSTORMWATER INLET FROM SOUTHERN SIDE RING ROAD

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE



VTEW OF WEEDS INSIDE THE LAKE TOWARDS SOUTH-WESTERN SIDE

VIEW OF THE LAKE FROM SOUTH- WESTERN CORNER

VIEW OF THE LAKE FROM NORTH- WESTERN SIDE

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE
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VIEW OF THE WASTES DUMPED INSIDE THE GARDEN AREA

MEW OF THE FLOATING BODYS ARE STACKING INSIDE THE LAKE TOWARDS WESTERN SIDE

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE



VIEW OF THE GARDEN IN PARK TOWARDS SOUTHERN SIDE OF LAKE

VIEW OF PATH WAY IN GARDEN

FIGURE NO 2.5: DIFFERENT PICTORIAL VIEWS OF PRESENT HEBBAL LAKE
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2.5 Past and current uses of the Lake: -

In the Past the Lake water was used for drinking water supply purposes. Current
(present) and In future used for,

• Recharge of ground water as it indirectly helps to increase the ground water
table.

• It will help in improving the quality of ground water.

• Directly it will benefit the people of Bangalore for their regular activities

such as,

-> Water supply due to increase in water level of bore wells in the

effective surrounding area.

-» Recreational facilities.

—> Fishing

• To encourage eco-tourism

• To support lake for bio-diversity.

• To maintain the eco -balance
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2.5 Past and current uses of the Lake: -

In the Past the Lake water was used for drinking water supply purposes. Current

(present) and In future used for,

. Recharge of ground water as it indirectly helps to increase the ground water

table.

. It will help in improving the quality of ground water.

. Directly it will benefit the people of Bangalore for their regular activities

such as,

-+ Water supply due to increase in water level of bore wells in the

effective surrounding area.

-» Recreational facilities.

-^ Fishing

• To encourage eco-tounsm

• To support lake for bio-diversity.

• To maintain the eco-balance

Ms E.I.H. Ltd.,
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CHAPTER -3

INVESTIGATIONS FOR LAKE REJUVENATION

As discussed in the earlier sections, the major sources of pollution to the lake are

domestic wastewater inflows and indiscriminate disposal of solid waste in the lake

by the intense human activity around the lake. In the absence of any earlier

technical studies and in order to frame the engineering measures for Lake

Rejuvenation, detailed reconnaissance surveys are carried out.

For the purposes of assessing the pollution levels in the lake by reconnaissance

survey of the lake and its surroundings found that there are two storm water inlets

are existing one is towards from the southern side from ring road and other one is

towards the western side from Bhadrappa layout. The waste water diversion was

formulated from western side to eastern side by constructing a separate drain by

the side of the lake but at the time of the heavy rains the existence waste water

diversion drain is filled and over flow into the lake along with the floating bodies

and also found that the existing waste water carrying drain is damaged at several

places. The existing sluice gate constructed across the wastewater diversion drain

is damaged. So from both the storm water inlets found that the huge quantity of

floating body exists. Weeds cover the 62 % of surface area of water body. From

both the side of the storm water inlet areas foul smell is coming due to

decomposing of organic floating matters presence. Towards southeastern comer at

the junction of ring road and National highway and also towards Northeastern

corner at waste weir side the immersed of idols are found, so due to it the

decomposition of organic matters is found and a foul smell is coming up. Also

inside the lake found that the activities of washing the cloths, Cattle washing,

sanitary activities (Toilets) are going.

From the reconnaissance survey, concluded that from the above mentioned points,

• The lake water is darkish in colour due to decomposition of organic matter

and entry of wastewater through the storm water inlets; it leads to deplete

the dissolved oxygen content in the lake and also the water will become

turbid.

• The foul smell is coming due decomposition of organic matter.

• The weeds are grown on surface of water body due to the entry of

wastewater into the lake, they lost the appearance of lake beauty

• Due to the existence of floating body on the surface of water body found

that, they lost the appearance of beauty.

• Due to, bathing activities of the cattle in the lake, they can pass the urine

and dung; the lake floor will be affected badly. The cattle are also fed on

the floating larvae and other macrophyes. Which spoils the lake eco-

svstem. Because of cattle washing in the lake, not only leads to the

pollution of lake, it leads to the out break of contagious diseases like Foot

and Mouth, Hemorrhagic septicemia Black quarter from one animal to

another animal within no time by ingestion of contaminated water, which

VIMOS Technocrats & .Associates M"'» E-I-H. Ltd.,

Bangalore Bangalore-01
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in turn leads severe economic loss to the owner and country also. The

parasitic infection is also one of the severe economic losses in the milk

animals. This spreads from one animal to another animal by ingestion of

Dung contaminated water.

Bathing and cloth washing involves detergents / soap usage, dirt removal

from the cloth fabrics. The detergents, soap and dirt, which will leads to

pollute the lake water.

The surface water flow from the south western corner of the agricultural

fields, they contain toxic chemical pesticides, vveedicides and chemical

fertilizer being used in the fields of the catchments area leads to pollute the

lake water.

• The pollution of the lake water will lead to affect on flora and fauna of the

eco-system of the lake.

Due to pollution of lake water it will indirectly affect on to the groundwater

quality.

VTMOS Technocrats & Associates M-'s EAH. Ltd.,

Bangalore Bangalore-!) 1
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CHAPTER -4

DESIGN OF ENGINEERING MEASURES FOR LAKE REJUVENATION

4.1 Introduction

Information generated in the previous sections indicates that the sediment

accumulated in the lake with seeds of weed. The preventive measure for the

rejuvenation of Hebbal Lake will broadly comprise of

• Deweeding (Control of eutrophication)

Dredging and de-silting the accumulated sludge.

To provide silt trap and screen barriers, in future to prevent the silting

up of lake and also to avoid floating matters enters into the lake.

L 4.2 Control of eutrophication:

The method of controlling eutrophication, permanently by prevention of

wastewater inflows into the lake is adopted for rejuvenation of Lake. For this, an

improvement to existing wastewater dram is adopted to avoid the entry of

wastewater into the lake. By adopting this method the quality of the lake water

will not be disturbed and also the destruction of aquatic flora and fauna is avoided.

The maintenance expenditure can be also reduced.

Prevention of wastewater from entering the lake by adopting an improvement to

existing wastewater carrying open drain by diverting it into the outlet waterway

nalla will help in preventing the pollution of the lake. Diverting the pollution load

entirely is thus extremely beneficial. The diverted flow must only contain the

domestic wastewater and it should be ensured that the diversion does not carry the

storm water flow that is the source of fresh water inflow into the lake.

4.3 Removal of Bottom sediments: -

Removal of bottom sediments becomes essential when the lake reacts in

hypereutrophic stage. Where in the internal nutrient recycling, is often the major

portion of annual nutrient loading, so that the reduction or complete removal of the

external loading is really inactive in reducing the total nutrients available for bio

mass production.

In case of Hebbal Lake, the internal recycle of nutrients is substantially high and

the contribution from the wastewater flow and accumulated in the bottom of lake is

substantial. Also the lake's wash out time is less than one year and some of the

organics that has occurred in the bottom sediments over the years will diminish

through gradual natural out process, once the wastewater inflows are curbed.

However, in view of the proposed recreational and boating facilities and use of a

portion of the lake area for development of recreational facilities, it is

recommended to desludge/desilt the accumulated 4,50,000 Cum. of sludge as a

VIMOS Technocrats & Associates
M
Ba^tLt-Ql
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pomanent option of lake rejuvenation and provide silt traps to awid sitting of me

lake in future.

4.4 Control of Solid waste disposal: -

The other major contributor of conanunJtion of HebbaJ Lake is indacriiwnate

disposal of solid waste This u pomariry due to

- Intense human and commercial activity around the lake

The change of activity pattern can be done by way of proposed devetopmeni of

recreational facilities' in and around the lake and imposing restricting ofl

indiscriminate waste disposal

Dramatic changes in the public perception could be expected soon after the

rejuvenation of the late and mmitMicemenl of the recreational faeces.

4£ Control of waste ftoa tins bodiM: -

The other major contributor of contamination of Hebbal Lake is tony of waste

floating bodies into the lake flnough the storm water inlets It will leads to fou!

smell after decomposition of organic floating bodies and also die surface of the

water body will loss its beaunfication and looks ugly and also it will affect on flora

and fauna, The change of active pman can be done by way of proposing a

construction of screen, bamtf? at norm water inlets.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

i ,t.
EJH-LTD. _ i_B ko DavolopKiani Authority
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permanent option of Laic itj isolation and provide sill traps to avoid silting of the

lake m future.

4.4 Conlnd of Solid WM*e dhjmsal: -

II:.* ollifi rt1;t|i>r L.-rHnhutiT r>f COflUnunahi i •! I \yiw. t \ I As r, Wukoiil
disposal of solid waste Huss pnmanly, due to

# Intense human, and tommcrcial acmity around the Lake.

The change of activity pattern can be done by way of proposed development of

recreational facilities m and around tie lake and imposing tesmcnng on

indiscriminate waste disposal

Dramatic changes ui the public perception could be expected soon after the

rejuvenation of the lake aid commencement of the recreational fadlibfis.

4.5 Control of waste floating bodies: -

The Other major contributor of contamination of Hebbal Lake is entry of waste

floating bodies into the lake through the storm water inlets. It Mill leads to foul

smell, after decomposition of organic floating bodies and also the surface of the

water body will loss its b*auniiciuon and looks ugly and also u will affect on flora

and fauna The change of activity partem can be done by way of proposing a

construction of screen Earners ax storm water inlets
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CHAPTER-5

DETAILS OF DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATION

9.1 Introduction

A* discussed in the eiruer sections, it can bo summarued th* the final

composition of lake rejuvmanon will imnke i.|.oIhm the -jedimems from the

Lake Bottom, improvements to lake area bund strengthening, deseeding.

ii|in»*ments to existing waste water diversion drain, sewage treatment plant. Sill

traps and screen barriers, landscaping, beautifying the lake surroundings for

recreational purposes and educating the community on various emifonmerlal

aspects of Hebbal Lake corecnaaon.

The present section will etabonae on The design and cost estimation Of the alt the

above components.

5J De-silting, De-weedinj and improvements to bund strengthenins of the

Hebbal Lake

As identified in chapter J. it has been concluded that the dredging of me lake

sediments is unavoidable to rejuvenate Hebbal Lake Since the lake can be

emptied during ihe summer penods. u will also not very difficult to dredge the

same by means of mechanical equipment during the lean penod

The desi^ cniena for die dudft enracuon and removal pnmaru> constituted of

the following components.

* Volume of sediment* to be extracted

* Method of extraction and

* Re-use of sediments

Volume of sediments to be extracted from (he lake bottom has beat esii mated

through a detailed surrey of the tank and its bottom profile Based on the bottom

profile, the de-sludging quantity is calculated and a detail of cost estimation is done

as shown in table 5.1. However for the purpose of project execution a uniform

bottom level is being considered

The existing bottom of the lake is consists off sediments, departing is bemg

proposed to increase the water holding capaciry of the lake and also to reduce tfie

effect of weed seeds present m the bottom oflike along with sediments, as the tank

gets reduces the water in the lake during the summer season. Since soiL earth is

required for the implements of existing children park, correction of bund,

pathways. Island etc ,
is found feasible to remove the soil from the bed of the lake

and use the same for the above proposed activity instead of conveying it from large

distances from outside which neither decreases the cost nor increase the water

holding capacity ofme like

Mi El* ui.

Ballot* " '
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Proposed for de*weeding ri is cohered by Nearly about 62% of the water body of

ihe lake area and also 10 pconde reielmem towards newly developed bund lowards

ihe NH side and improvements to existing damaged revetment on sides of bund

and island

The detailed estimate includes de»sttang. de-wwding, strengtrwnms ihe bund b>

revetment and turfing as show m Table 5 .1 The fig, 5 I show* a typical cross-

section of ihe bund proposed to be formed for the pathway

53 Lake ni** deielopmeni* Laad trapping, bt:vulil>ing the lakp nirroundmii for

iTirii>;itinn;il purpose]

As discussed in the earlier chapters, a pathway is essendai for strolling, walking

by the side of the lake on bwid lThe natural beauty and me pleasant environment

around the lake area offer an excellent spot for morning walkers and joggers).

There is a necessity of improvements to existing pathway, where il is located

towards Northern and Southern Side of bund at present aboui SO% of pamway is

covered by unwanted plaits, tl should be cleared and paved by using interlocking

blocks

For the protectum or die Lake Boundary ana aesthetics, chain link fencing is

proposed to be provided all round the boundary of lake where it is not fenced and

also a necessity of improvement lo existing chain link fencing Towards park

boundary inwards nng road Side For the periphery of ihe wa**r body all roinid a

nuling is proposed for ihe aesiheucal improvement

It il proposed lo development of the existing bund to use for jogging track In the

estimate provision is also made for for edges of the jogging track. leoch*i ire

proposed around the promenale for ihe elderly end the aged persons to reli\ and

enjoy the view the Lake. This htlps as a relaxanon zone for aged and unhealthy

person to rejuvenate by gettoig good air for refresh ness The outer edge of the

promenade, provisions ire made for planting the trees, inner edge for shrubs and

in-between open spaces for developing of Lawn, ornamental planting, crotons.

forest species, aquatic plants eie It increases the beauUtkadon of lake as writ as

fresh air. For security of the lake property, gate is provided for Eratiy and Exit

towards the southern side park area facing lo ring road side. Also provision is made

for putting up arches for the entrances of (he lake {having the logo. Welcome sign.

Name of lake etc) it will enhance ihe appearance of the lake and attract the public

to entry into the lake. All along me promenade and at important points of public

use in the lake is being proposed to be illuminated through street ks£us and path

lights ttCv Provisions are also made for plantations all around the lake from ihe

end of southern side edge of forest department nursery to Northern side weir

position, ft will increase the beautification of lake as well as fresh air Provision are

also made for view poinis along me logging track towards the Southern side of

l^ke, it will helps ihe visitors to new, sit, enjoy by seeing ih£ eco-system environ

This is shown m figure $ 2 and is cost estimated in the Table 5 2

YBJ«T*UHiwr«ii ft Aiinim*
Fijrijilort
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SJ.1 Gardening mid Eco-irtendly Children's Park: -

As discussed in the earlier chapter, for the beatification, excellent environment for

recreation and entertainment etc, inside the premises of the late area, (he

following provision* art made for improvemems in the existing garden area nidi

as shrubs on both sides of pathways inside the garden, the open space of The garden

is utilised for formation of La«n. Rockery. Mounds and for planting the

ornamental plants, eroiora. for** fpectes, aquatic plants tic Provision is also

made for colour illumination arrangement on either side of the pathway between

the shrubs. Sprinlden are pronded for spraying the water to maintain the Lawns

etc. Benchc* are also provided inside the garden for use of rdai^ion. vieuuig of

the environs, to take fresh afrT refreshment etc. In the garden there js a provision for

Eta-friendly diildrtn'i park. where a sand bed flooring is provided with

children playing equipment for the children to play joyfully, get good exercise to

their body and also refreshes the chitdren. helps to get new friends, etc Tbene is

also provision made for internal pathways inside the gardening (park) to facilitate

children play, Fountains, Boat jetty, etc , jesting and relaxing around rhe garden.

There is also a precision for railing inside the garden for protection aid aesthetic

appearance. Rescue watctiiowrrs ire provided to watch and ward the activities in

the lake area and also u will helps w save the tife of pupils from endangers at the

lime of boating etc , rt will helps the visitors to view, sit, enjoy by seeing die eco-

system environ Provision is also made for construction of to Boating /em were it

is presently located at southern side towards ring road opposite to cnaranoe to the

garden area and al^o another boating jerry is proposed to provide at northeastern

comer oHake towards rock} out crop edge, it is essential tor creating recreational

facilities to the visitors of Lake In order to avoid pollution of lake water,

Mutortoat*, Powerboat*, water «o*ter. Bumper honiv, Aqua otlet. Battery

operated pleasure rivals. FteaiaiR jetty. Angiint boars, Peddk boats and

Rowboats, shall be used for fh» purpose Provision is also made for Boathouse*

There is also a provision is made for providing Drinking. wat*T faun tains which

are near garden, boating jetty, jogging track etc.. as required For recreauonal

purposes in the esumate provision is also made for Floating restaurant.

Provision for liter bins to be located at vanovs places inside the gardening is made

which is very essential because it is very useful for putting the unwanted things

wastes etc. , in to it. Ibis helps 10 maintain the cleanliness of the premises of the

lake as well as in garden There is also a provision made for sign boards at the

entrance of the take, it will realty help the users of the lake to know what are the

things and facilities available for their use Provision is made for fcore **fl and

pump set inside the garden for giving good water service to the users, to maintain

greenery of garden, for fountain, etc There is also a provision for fountain in the

garden is really increases the beauiification of the garden aesthetically and also it

gives refreshinj enjoyment to me visitors etc, Provision is also made for Solar

lighting around the lake is as shoiwi in figures 3.2 its COS! esbmated in the

table 5,1

VWQS Tidiiwcril* A Ap"X>itai "l^JjL!^
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5.4 Silt trap and Screen Barrier:

As discussed in the earuef chapicr. it is essential to avoid sitt mi Hooting fields
entering into the lake R> prodding sill traps and screen barriers, u(C» lotalh
eliminate this from entering ihe like Other wise [be clean up of the lake Mould be
expensive arid more nme censurnmg Theft are two silt trap and screen owners
are provided, one is towards southern side storm waier inlet and other on* is
towards western side storm watrr miet \o the lake and also a provision i? made for
covering the (op of storm water inlet open drain which is located towards near park
area a shown in the figure 5 3 nd 3 4 and its cost estimate shown in the Table SJ

S3 Storm water earth <l r lin and Catchment* area improvement

As discussed in the earlier chapter, the existing storm water inlet drain of western
side is damaged and is flowing noi in a proper manner, so there is a necessny of
improvement to existing storm writer dram. There is also a need of dram ro sewage
treatment plant to divert for treat the wastewater, then allow into the late to
maintain the lake always perennial because to the summer season me depth of the
waier in the lake is reduced to minima] The up streamside of lake is fully
developed by urban scenario, » (here is a necessity of improvement to existing
catchments area io bring the storm water into the lake Its cost estimate shown
the Table 5 -I.

£-6 Sew a £r | iTHlment p laal

As discussed in the earlier chapter mere k a necessity of treeing the wastewater, to
treat a Three million liter per day capacity of sewage treatment pbnt is proposed to
locale towards northeastern comer of tank 2 Its coat estimate shown in (he
Table J. 5.

5*7 Sanhary Facilities

As discussed in the earlier chapter Public Toilei Block is essential for use of
visiting public for keeping the lake premises clean and maintain good
environment. For this separate toilet blocks for gents and worn are provided, also
provision is made for urinals, wash basin electrification, water supply, for me
utility provisions are made to locate near by open an restaurant (circulaj- type), near
southwestern comer where ihe garden ends (circular type) and another one of
rectangular type is located at nonhern side of lake towards jogging tack as shewn
m the figure 5.5 & 5 6 and. lis deiailed cosi esiimale is tabulated in Table Hand
Table 5, 7.

SJ& Island:

The location of art Island in a lake ideal for recreation and ecological
imiumements There is also a provision is made for improvements to e\istini
island io encourage development of bird sanctuary

*»«—.«.„, taHHlM.
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5.9 Kalymi fa r Idols Immersion:

As discusses in uw earlier chapier. this item of work is tot essenual 10 be

provided a* a social *<«"* No* ** *ii»roimdin.s resLdenis are uamg the lake for

their Domestic nnimoL bathin* and immersion of gatupaihis' at the bme of festival

imo the tank In future it « **y incortierneni to d» present users and alt* lor

maintaining cleanliness m the late Foe good environ and for avoiding the

polluiion of the lake water m future rhere ia a iwe-d of kalyani foe Domestic aruma

buJungldoLs immersion, wtih provision of *ater service 1i » legated in the

Soutiieastem comet junction m shomn m ibe Drawing 5.? and the cost estimate is

shown in the Table 5 !*

5.10 Security

For watch and ward of the premises of the lake area, a security office is absolutely

required It is Located in the Southern side towards entrance to the park area of

lake as shown in the drawing 5.* and its cost estimate as shown in the Table 5.9.

5.11 Ticket Issue counter;

It is essential for maintaining the lake after restoration for which iiipnifl is

required This revenue can he generated by collecting a nominal fee from the users

of the recreational facilities provided m the lake For collecting this fee and

regulate the enuv. it is necessary to provide for a Ticket Issue roiarar Ai such

ihii i located tn the Southern tide towards entrance of the lake near to the Right

side of the entrance of garden, uhtdi ts the strategic point for the lake Tta it

shown in the drawing 5 9 and us cost estimate is as shown in the Table 5.9.

SJ1 Lake view Open nir Restaurants:

It is locaied towards the southern side of lake between the garden and Govt

nursery It is assential for the vistfore to have some refreshments as ihey may wuh

to spend some time ui the lake with then famih and fnends These sorts of

environment give not otu% refreshmeni but also enjoyment for the users m pleasani

environs This is sho«n in the drawmg 5 lu and its estimate cost is snowr. m the

Table 5 10 In the estimate there is a provision of water supply, electrification,

washbasins etc tor retaining cleanliness and good environ, There is also a

provision made for one Floating restaurant

S.U Medical care center

It is located towards souihem side of lake m the premises of park area hj treat me

pupds when ihev are accidentally illness occur at Ihe time of boating, playing etc

,

is essential for me visitor* to facilitaie This is shown in the drawing 5.1 L and its

estimate cost is shown in the Table 5 11 hi the estimate mere is a provision of

water supply, electrification, toilet, washbasins etc for maintaining cleanliness and

good environ.

VMflHUI.
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5.H Administrative office cum w«plion rraler

J i iv tocated towards southern side of lake in the premises of park irea to maintain

the diilerem activities of lake area such as security, ticket issue, boating jetty; STP.

toilets, lake view open air rotwiams, medical care center, parking bay h garden,

handicraft and cuno gift shop, cco-fnendh children park, silt traps, screen tamers,

jogging track kalyaru. kiosks etc , and also to give information to query's of the

visitors Tills ls shown in the drawing 5 12 and its estimate cost is shown tn the

Table 5 12. In the estimate due a a provision of water supply. etartnficaaon,

toilet, washbasins etc for nuinutfuog cJeanlntcas and good environ

5.1S Handicraft and Curio fift center

ft is located towards southern side of lake in the premises of part area to promote

Handicraft activities and its product to exhibit and sale to the pupils visit to the

lake as- shown in the figure- 5. 13 and its cost estimate shown m ihe Table 5 13.

5l16 Boating jetties

Provision is also made for eoosmiction of Boating jetty were ir is presently located

at southern side towards ring road opposite IB entrance to the garden area and also

another boann^ jetty is proposed io provide at northeastern comer of lake near by

existing rocky out crop edge, it is essential for creating recreational facilities lo the

visitors of lake, is very essential As shown m the figure 5. 14 and Si S and if$ cost

estimate shown in the Table 5 U & 5 1

5

S.I 7 Kiosks / Food court*

Are located towards Northern and Southern side of the lake pathway* were evw

necessary. It is essential tor visitors 10 the lake. The Food Kiosks are very useful

for non-peak hours/days and also it is very useful for the people those wtw want

ortlv Coffee, tea, dry snack, chat*, sofli drtnks and ice creams.

5J8 Arch Bridges

Essentia] fOr creating accessibility around the lake. One is located to connect the

park area and open-air restaurant and another is to connect the pathways between

Northern to southern side. It will also improve the aestneacaJ appearance of lake

area.

5.1* Advertisement boards-

Provisions are made for purling the advertising boards with logo towards ring road

side, national highway side and places were ever required as per the approval to be

obtained from the competent awhonry regardjig the numbers of boards and size of

the boards etc

vftlOS TiAinnfifi A AitodM* M* EJA U*-

H,ntltlft B-f***l
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5.M Environmental Education: -

Environmental education is vo> essential as & social cause about mwarenesi of the

conserve the Hebba) Lake it veiy important for achieving the objectives of the lake

conservation program as discussed in the earlier sections

Fur the conservation of Heobd Lake the awareness may be required ai differem

lev el? for administrators^ media persons, neighborhood communities «e Has

helps them to blow their responsibihtv and the importance of iheir neces**, for

the role of conservation of Lake

Awareness may be given in the areas about the conservation a f lake and what are

the future and present benefits from such activities,

Increase of ground waicr table

• Preserve good quality of ground water.

• Discharge of sewage only through sewer systems

• Dispose of solid wastes in a designated locality

• Preserve the good quality of Lake water throu^iout

• Bv mamiaining cleanliness, what are the fijiure hcncfn can we get -

such a* asoidingthegfowth of moMiuUfles. tlv "s, rats etc

• What are ihe faalmes available to the public (visitors)

• Protection of flora and fauna in the lake water

• About the grow* of Bird Sanctuary

Avoid Air pollution by tree plantation around the lake

• Economical benefit such as promoting of fisheries

In the light of these factor, it u lecommended to educate the wmmumt> residing

near the Hebbal Lake catchments on ihe importance of lake conservation and its

implications on environmental healm. For his purpose it's recommended toT

» Form nei^iborhood committees in the Hebhal Lake catchments and

camout intense education campaigns by conduct rallies, street

plays, compemMos and cultural activities conteming environmental

saruiation and u> to educate the community

.

• Carfyoiut mass media campaigns on environmental implications of

sanitary conditions through electronic media, pnm media, mass

media and other means of environmental sanitation and

• Ensure active participation of comimnutv m conserving Kebbal

Lake

VftlOS TMlMtttMl * Amuhi

hinpilan
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5.21 Frojetl Case:

DOTHin

As summarized in labte 5 1 6 the cost of (he project is estimated at Rs 1 6 75 crore
(Rupees Sixteen Crores Seventy live Laldu ody)

Name of the W*rki Dmttpmetit ef Hebbal Uke in Bangalore On DOT Bas&

Table 5.16? DcMiH ofP™ject Cost Summary

SL
No. inscription Cost Rs. bi

lakks

1

1 De-silting, De-weeding and Strengthening 772.00

2 Eco-friendJy children park, bghtings. rescue watch to wen.
parting bay, new points, kiosks, boundary- protection, arch
bridges, soJar lighting, floating 1staurant and provision for
recreational facilities like bumper boats, electric boats, peddEe
boats, aqua-scooters etc, 245 00

J SlIi traps and screen barriers - 2 Kos 33 10

4 Storm water drain and catchmentsmm improvement 5*00
5 Sewage treatment plant- 3 mid and we* laid improvement 2OL0O
€ Toilet block (rectangular) 4.00
7 Toilet btock (circular <2 units) 9.00

Kalyani for idols immersion 32 00
9 Sacunh ' Ticket issue counter {2 units) 4.00

JO Lake view open air restaurant 21.20

11 MedtcaJ care center L370
_i2 Administrative office cum reception center 10.S0

13 Handicrafts and Curio gift center 70.00
14

IS

Boating jetty (Southern side) 41.50

Boating jetty (Northern side) 200
16

"
"1

~
Generator set and furniture £0.00

1
7 1

S upcrvision, consul tana and miscellaneous charges 76.70

- 1, Tola! cost of Project 1,675.00

(Rupees Oat Thousand Six Hundred Sewnty Five Lakkt Ontyi

EIKLT

rVT^«-

D.

Adt

j"*mu * AiMcutM i Arfhorited SijmTBrlei
UTTui 14*

EfflLTD.Q^ CMtEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ^
c^E "* l ' iy" j-^ LoXe Devalopmen! Authority

' f^J^J&OC BA.NGALORS
Ixttised Sffiniforict

*r: ^



£.11 Project Cost;

-

As summarized in table 5 16 the cost of the project is estimated at Rs 16.73 crore

(Rupees Sixteen C fores Seventy five Lakhs only)

Name r>r the Work: lievrlnpnurnt or rtebbsl IJk# in Bangalore G» DOT Basis.

Table 5.16: Details if Project tost Summary

Description
Cott Rvlrt

lakhi

1
772.00De-silting, De-weed inland strengthening

2 Eco-fnendly children park. Iidicmgs. rescue watch lowers,

parking bay, view points, kiosks, bound ary prelection; arch

bridges, solar lighting, Etaanng restaurant and provision for

recreational facilities uke bumper boats, electric boats, peddle

boats, aqua-scooters etc.. 245.00

3 Silt traps and screen barriers - 2 Nos 13.10

4 Storm water dram aid catchments area improvement 5900

5 Sewaue treatment plant- 3 mid aid uti land improvement 20 100

6 Toilet block {rectangular) 400

7 Toilet block (circular *2 units) 9.00

S Kalvani for idols irniueuiuu .32.00

9 Security/ Ticket issue counter ( 2 units) 400

10 Likt view open air resuwau 21.20

LI Medical core center 13.T0

12 Administrative office cum reception center to to

13 Hand icr&fls and Curio gift center 70 00

14 Boating jetty (Southern side) 41 50

15 Boating jetty (Northern side) 2 00

16 Generator set and furniture 80 00

17 Supervision, consultaicy aid nnscelunBous charges 76 70

Toil* tost of Project |^7SJM^

—

(Rupee* Om- 1 hons*nd Six Hundred Seventy Five I.nkhi Onfy)

1TjrnTH*inMirt t AiiMHp tlU LU
II



Pfqjeq report for Inleoraled development of HubbaJ lake in Bangalore on DOT Basis

NAM E OF WORK: Integrated Dewflfc>pni«ll 0* Hebbaf lake in Barrator* on DOT R.i- •

TABLE 5 1 DoEalltd Mtlmat* fat Dvw**dlng F Dulling t, Strang heth log

NO
SPECIFICATION No L

1

D QLAN TITt LIMIT
AMUL SI

( ! Riper*)

Excavabon for desllling

450000 cum Q Rs 60 00 J cum Cum
Disposal of D«siited earth with a laad of 15 kmt

450000 cum © Rs 105/cum Cum
Rougn stone revetment 45 cm thK*

For NHsidetne*} & damaged portion of lake bund pehpery &

island surrounding.

2000 X 3 = 0000 sqm @ Rs 450 00 *Sqm Sqm

Tumng to slope of embankment

5000 0.60 3000.00 sqm

3000 sqm @ Rs 90 / sqm

Miscellaneous

Total

( Seven hundred seventy two lakhs only)

Rs 27000000 00

Rs 47250000 00

Rs 2700000 00

Rs.

Rs

Rs.

240000 00

toooooo

77200000.00 (

I

I

I
VIMOS Teehrwcrals and Associates.

BHnga*Qre

HAS E I H Ltd .

Bengalore



Dented do*** f(v.1 for in^n^d dsveloofmnl ofHe^ Igfe Hi fianp.a |

prg <*i DOT_&jBfe

TABLE S.I

NAME Of WORK: Integrated Pcw>lapm*nt el Hatotwl Hfcp in Bangalore on POT Ba*i»

so
specification

low*f,P#*ing bay. vtaw pointed****. Boundary pwotflCtkm
.

A«h bfWg« A

Nil D QUA* TITY I Nil

improvements to awsting Landscaping

improvenents to existing Jogging b** and oath ways m

garden by proving mler lathing Wocks for 3000 sqm ©
Rs65O0O/sqm

Improvements to exiting Island land scapp-rsg

improvements to existing chain link fencing towards par* area

boundry and providing new chain link fencing towards not

protected area (except park area) For Boundary protection for

6000 sqm © R5.360.QOteqm.

Sitting benches for jogging track, Chpdren pa* & &»"**" @
Rs.. 2500.00 each for SO Nos.

=j 3
-
g for p«k Sard** ana I pwlnfj * Mlv bod* R ~

1200 00/ Rmt for 1650 sqm

Sand filing to children game area

Chidren playing equipment (provide 4 construct)

improvements to existing Patfi way atiw sides shurbs,

garden lawn, ornamental plant*, crown, fores* special.

aquatic plans ate r

10 improvements to existing colour Iflhti on t^her tide* or

pathways and street lights tor lake area suffouwJtng.

11 Providing & fixing the Spnnhtors for watering arrangements

12 Formation of rockery, mounts etc complete

13 un»r bins 50 Nos @ RsSOOa- each

14 Sign boards 2 Nos

15 Provid^g one boreweil, pumpset. etectrificarbon. plumbing

work* etc
,

16 Entrance Arch

17 Fountain

it Boathowse with Boats such as Motorboats, Powerboats,

peddieboats & Row boats

1« Rescue Watch towers 2 Nos

20 Kiosks 4 Nos

21 Advertisement boards 10 Nos

22 View points 2 Nos

23 Drinking water fountains B Nos

24 Parking Bay

25 Ftoatmg restuarent

26 Arch bridges 2 Nos

27 Miscellaneous & round off

LS

LS
LS

LS
LS
LS

LS

LS
LS
LS

LS

LS

AHOLM

LS R» 50000000

Sqm Ra.

LS Rs

Sqm Ra

No Rs.

Rmt Rs

LS Rs

US Rs

195000000

200000 00

2160000 00

2OO0OQ00

2500000.00

50000 00

50000000

LS RS 20000000

LS Rl

LS Rs

LS R*

No Rs

LS Rs

Rs

Rs.

Rs.

Rs

Rs.

Rs

Rs.

Rs

RS.

Rs

Rs

Rs.

Ri

3000000 00

20000000
10000000

250000 OO'

50000 00

200000 00

200000.00

50000000

500000000
800000.00

80000000

500000 00

100000 00

20000000

500000 00

3000000 00

80000000

4000000

Grand Total Rt. MSOQQW-Ott r

(Rupees Two hundred forty five lakhs only)

ViMOS Technocrats and Associates.

Bangalore

EIH. Lid

Bangalore



Detailed ototea report Tor integrated dev*EQDmeni of Hcftbal lake Ln Bangalore on DQT Basis

NAME Of WORK: Integrated D«v*:topm«it of Hebbal lata in Bangalore *n DOT Basis

TASLE 5-3: Detailed eHimalion Fcr 5<rt trap A Setter barrier.

SI

NO
SPECIFICATION No L D Quantity UNIT

wun NT

i.tittuped)

R5

S

Towirtf western side

Earth worti excavation for leveling and tawenng the gmund

(other than foundstion work) in Ofdmary Soil

1 x 1200 x 0.0 720 cumQ Rs 60 OO/Cum Cum

Earth worit excavation tor foundation in Hard sod

t x 1200 x 2.0 3120 cum @ Rs 9000/Cum Cum Rs.

Earth work filling to the foundation & basement (available)

SOG Cum © Rs.35 00/Cum Cum Rs.

Sand & Boulders filling for foundation

1200x0 3=360 00

At sat Chamber

03x0.3x2275 =2 05

3x03x32 13 =2 90

Total Qty = 364 95 say 365 cum @ Rs.635 00*' cum Cum Rs

Providing and laying the bed Cement Concrete in 1 :4:&

1200x0 15=180 00

At &lt Chamber

3x015x2275 * 1 02

GUS x 015x32 13 -1.45

At side walls

30 3x09x015 4 10

At upstream side screen

t0 3 + 3) x0 15x33 9 - 5 09

1.2x015x33 96 -8 12

At Sift Chamber

0.3x0 15x22 75 = 1.02

03x0.15x32 .13 = 1 45

Tolal Qty = 200.95 say 205 cum @ Rs 1700.00/ cum Cum Rs.

Providing Coffer dams for water diversion during cons&uction

4)200.00

2MTO00.OO

L75O0O0

231775.00

348500 00

1200 x 2 =2400.00 cum @ Rs.61Q QOV Cum

Providing and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 1:2:4

At Silt Chamber entrance and exit

For foundation = 3 x 9 (22 75 32.13 + 33 9 = 23 07

For walls @ DtS side » 0.3 x 2.25 + 33 =22 89

Deduction for screen = 20 x 1 .5 + 3" 900

For side walla, 92.20 x 2.70 x 3 74 68

Length - 33 t 11 90 +35 4 +119= 92 20 mov

Height = 2 25 + 0.3 + 0.15 = 2 70 mts

For Foundation, 92. 20 X 0.90 x 03*24 90

For Silt Spillways 0.3 x 2.25 x 32 13 - 21 00

Total Qty- 15913 say 160 cum @ Rs 2450 00/ cum

Cum Rs 146400000

Cum Rs .WOOOOO

ViMOS Tecrinpcrat5 and Associates,

Bangalore

W'5 EAR Ud

.

Bangalore



Detailed oroiea report far integrated development of Hebtial late in Bangalore on PQT Baas

SL|

NO
M'r t IHCATION Nu B Quantity UNIT

8

10

11

<n CM

Cum Rs

of

Providing and constructing the SSM. cttsHe dressed

14

At ervance & exit toenails and Trash rocks

3x0 3x34 5*3.10

03*075* 33-7.20

03x0 75 x 22=4 95

0.3xD75x 22=1 35

Total Qty - 15.60 say 20 cum ® Rs 1 700 00/ cum

ProvTdmg and laying trie Pointing for exposed surfaces

SSM in CM 1:3

0.3 x 4 {32 * 22} 55.2 say6Q sqm © Rs 34.C0/$qm

Trash rack on either side of silt chamber

1,75 x ( 15 + 20 ) - 61 ,25 say 70 sqm @ Rs 3O00.00/Sqm

Trash rack towards southern side

14.00 x 1.5 = 21.00 sqm @ Rs.3O0O.0O/S«Fn

RCC 1:11/2.3 slab for southern side inlet chamber

1 50 15 15 1125

say 15 00 cum® Rs. 5250 00/ cum Cum Rs

12 Supplying of HYSD steel bar & labour charges for fabrication

far RCC work (southern tide)

iS 00 cum g 1 5 % of concrete area = 2250 say 2 25MT Q
Rs 37500.00MT

Construction of Silt chamber (southern eictaj

Miscellaneous & round off

Sqm

5q.m

Sqm

Rs

Rs.

R5

13

14

VMOI M

34O0V 00

JOJflOO

210000 00

63000.00

78750.00

MT Rs 84375 00

LS Rs, 30000 on

Rs 1006000

Total Re. j3iooM.no /
(Rupees Thirty three lakhs ten thousand only)

VlMOS Tedirt&crals and Associates,

&angaii?Te

M,'S FJ.H Lid

Bangalore



Dfrtatod Mtn»ct report for integrated dBvetawwt of Hefataal lake in Bangalore on DOT Bass

NAME OF WORK: Integrated Development of H*bbil lake in Bangalore on DOT B»l>

TABLE 5 4 DatalM wtlrtiat on Tof slofm witvr catch <Jr*lfl S Catchment iraa

Imwovenwit

SI

NO
SPECIFICATION Na L 1 D Quality L'NIT

AMOL'VT
4 in Kuiwo]

6

a

Earth wooV excavation for levelling and lowering the ground

{other than foundation worfc)

+472

1 789 cum © R*5G00/Cum

1 789 cum {$ Rs 65.00/Cum

894 Cum A Rs 135 OQCum

1x400x6 20x2 15

40 % in Ordinary soil

40% to Hart tot

20 % in Ordsnary Rock

without Blasting

Earth worfc excavation for foundation in Hard sol

2 x 400 x 1 25 x 1 15 1 150 cum % Rs 90 OOVCum

Providing and laying the bad Cement Concrete in 1 :4:B

2x400x1 25 x015 150 cum © Rs. 1700 OQ/Cum

Providing and constructing the SSM, hammer dressed in CM
1:6

2* 400 x 045 x 3 0= 1080 00

1/2x 2x400 x 50 x 3 0= 600 00

ieeo

@ Rs. 1170.00/ Cum
Providing and laying me Coping Cement Concrete in 1 2 4

2x400x045x0.15 54 cum © Rs 2450 OQiCum

Providing and laying the Pointing for exposed surfaces of

SSMffCM.13

1600 sqm © Rs 34 00/Sqm

i urn

2x400x2.00
Desilfcng for drains

Weal & North side

Southern side

1 1800 4.5 1

1 500 5 1

1 50 14 1

@ Rs. 60 00/ Cum
or say

Deweedrng for drains

Was: & North side

Southern side

1 1800 6

1 500 5

1 50 14

@ Rs. 10.00/ Sam

9 Construction of head wall to divert the waste water

10 Disposal of Desalted Earth from dram

1 7.000 cum Q Rt 1 0S/cum

1

1

Miscellaneous 8. round off

(Rupees Fifty Nine Lakhs only)

Rs. 19450 00

Rs. 1 16285 00

Rs 120690 00

Cum Rs HB50GOO

Cum Rs. 255000 00

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

Sqm Rs

12150

3750

1050

16950

17OO0

10900

2500

700

11300

Cum Rs.

Sum Rs

LS Rs

Rt

Total Rs

19*5600 00

11230000

5+4OO00

1020000W J

113000 00

1 00000 00

17S500O00

44775.00

5VOITOOO.0O/

VIMOS Technocrat end Associates.

Bangalore

Mfe EIH Ltd

Bangatoff



Detailed pftwd report for intteo-ratte^ development of Hefabal lake in. Banaalora on DOT Basis

MAME OF WORK: Integrated Development of Hebtul lake in Bsngelora on DOT 9«ii

'ABLE 5 5 E*1lmaUon for 3 ULd Siwg* Trwtnwftt Piatt (Ail una*)

SO
SPECIFICATION No L B D Quantity UNIT

AMOUNT
1 in Kupctit

210 ©Rs 1670 00/ cum Cum

360 @Rs.1170 0Qrcum Cum

105 © Rs 1430 00/ cum Cum

42 © Rs.2450.00/ cum Cum
202

202 @ Rs.21 60.00/ cum Cum

6 ©Rs 416000/ cum Cum

38 ©Rs60G.DQ/sqrn Sqjn

480 ©R* 5775 00/ cum Cum

36 © Rs 4500 00/ sqm Sqm

38 © Rs 5250.00/ cum Cum

1 Eertfi wor* excauon for foundation in ordinary sol

450 ©Rs 65 00/ cum Cum

2 CC Bed 1 36

3 SSM for foundation in CM 1 :6

4 SSM for basement in CM 16

5 CC 1:2:4

6 GBMmCMtG

7 RCC lintels &. beams in 1 11/2:3

fl RCC Chejja in 1 2:4

9 RCC fof STF side wans in 11 2

10 Teak wood windo*s/door5

11 RCC roof slab m 1:112 3

12 CCnooon^
195 © Rs.375 00/ sqm Sqm

13 Plastering to BBM wall in CM 1:4.20mm m
2700 ©Rs 74 00/ sqm Sqm

14 Plastering to Celling in CM 1:3,12mm th.

195 @ Rs.74.CO/ sqm Sqm

15 Water proof course painting to out side

2400 @ Rs.42.00/ sqm Sqm

16 Oil bound distemper painting to out side

7B0 Rs 34 00/ sqm Sqm

17 Pointing to SSm in CM 1:3

360 ©Rs 34 00/ sqm Sqm

18 SynthethiC enamel painting for wood work

75 © Rs 52 00/ sqm Sqm

19 Earth filling to basement

150 © Rs 35.00/ cum Cum

20 CC 1.3.6 for dll*

2 ©Rs 21 15.007 Cum Cum

21 Steel 8 fabrication for RCC works

98 © Rs 37500 00/ MT MT
22 Steel 8. fabrication for Frame works

7 ©Rl.eOOOOOO/MT MT

VIMOS Technocrats and Associates.

1925000

392700.00

42120000

150150.00

10290000

43632000

24960 00

2280000

277200000

171000 00

1023WOO

73123 00

199900.00

14430 00

100800 00

26520.00

12240.00

3900 00

525000

423000

367500000

56000000

M.S E.1.H Lid..

Bangalore



Plaited nmifed i*oart for irttMrat irf
d^eloprrertt nf Hefrbal tafce in BTOlQ™ on PQT paas

5L SPECIFICATION No B Quantity UNIT

23 Asbestos cement rain water pipe 7 5 cms <te

165 0RSS5OO/RM RM Rs

24 NP2 450 mm dia RCC pipe

25 Sand & Boulder filling

26 Roilong shutter

2T RoOong shutter top cover

40 © Re, 1500 00/ RM RM Rs.

40 4 Rs 635 00/ cum Cum R*

36 ® Rs 2500.00/ sqm Sqm Rs

28 MS Ladder

29 Airbtawarfi

30 Bar Semens

31 Gas hood

32 Puddle pipes

33 Ear* sewaoe pump

34 Sludge recycling pump

35 Pressure feed pump

36 Compressor's

37 Filter press

36 V- notch

ts internal arrangements

18 @ Rs 600 00/ sqm

4No
2Mo

2 No

1No

2No

3No
2No

2 No

2IMO

1Mo

iNo

Total

3» 10 % for waler supply arrangements for cleaning purpose

40 15% for Electnfication works

41 Wet land improvement

42 Miscellaneous & round off

Grand Total Rs

(Rupees Two hundred one lakhs only}

amoint

IS675 00

60000 00

25400 00

90000 00

Sqm Rs. 10800.00

LS Rs 400000 00

LS RS 3O0O0O.00

LS Rs 600000 00

LS Rs. 200000.00

LS Rs. 200000 00

LS Rs 300000 00

LS Rs 250000 00

LS Rs 200000 00

LS Rs 20000000

LS Rs. 2000000 00

LS Rs 150000 00

Rs 15224200 00

Ri. 1*2242000

Re. 228363000

Rs 1000000,00

Rs 69750 00

:oiwH*moo(

VINOS Technocrats and Associates.

Bangalore

Mft E-LH. LW
Bangalore



Detailed protect remit for inlegrated development of H^al lake in Barwalars on P^f Rkjb

NAME OP WORK- Integrated Dflvetafunent of Hebhil lake in Bangalore on DOT Basu
IA8LE 5 6: OetaHed Wtifrialton h* TttM 8 loc* J Rectangular Type,

M.

NO
SPECIFICATION No 1. D Quuncih LNITT

'
[

AMOl'NT

1 Earth work excavation for fuundatran mi Ordinary soil

Toilet AJIround 1 15.96 105 1 05 17 60

Center honzontal 1 4.67 oeo 090 252
Partition vertical 1 061 oeo 090 33

Unnal. Aliround 1 B.41 a bo 0.90 454
24 99

Say 25. 00 cum @ Ri.65.0Q i a/m
Providing and laying th 5 bad Cement Concrete in 1 ;4'6

Toilet AJIround -I 15 96 105 015 2.51

Center horizontal 1 4 67 060 0.15 0.42

Partition vertical 1 0.61 060 0.15 0.05

Urinal Aliround 1 e.4i 060 0.15 0.76

3.75

Say 4.00 cum @ Rs 1700 00 / cum
Providing and constructing the SSM hammer dressed in CM
1 6 for foundation

1 st course : 1 15.96 75 0-45 5 39
AJIround

Center horizontal 1 512 060 045 1.36

Partition vertical 1 106 060 45 0.29

2nd course 1 15.96 060 045 431
Aliround

Unnaf: Aflround 1 6 56 oeo 45 2.31

13.68

Say 14.00 cum <g Rs. 1 1 70.00 / cum
Providing and constructing the SSM ChiStle dressed in CM
1 :6 for basement
Toilet : Aliround 1 15.96 0.45 045 3.23

Center horizontal 1 5.27 45 045 107
Partition vertical 1 1.36 0.45 045 0.26

Urinal: Aliround 1 B.71 0.45 0.22 0.36

5.44

Say 6 00 cum @ Rs.1430 00'cum
Providing and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 12:4

Toilet : Aliround 1 1596 045 10 72

Center horizontal 1 5 27 045 10 24

Partition vertical 1 136 045 10 006
Unnal Aliround 1 671 045 10 0.39

(Below caddapa 1 2.03 070 10 0.14

*W»

cum
Rs. 1625 DO

cum
Rs 6600.00

cum
Rs 16360 00

cum
Rs 6560 00

1.S5 cum
Say 2 00 cum Q Rs 2450 00 / cum Rs 4900 00

VIMOS Technocrats and Associates Ms E.I.H Lid.

Bangalore



Detailed project report for integrated devetoprrttrrt of HebOal lane m Bangalore on DOT Basis

NO
SPECIFICATION No L B D Quunlily UNIT

AMOL'NT
t M Kupccil

6 Earth mvork filling to the foundation & basement (available)

10

11

Toilet 1 5.00 1.59 045 3 58

Urinal 1 278 1.81 022 1.11

4,69

Say 5.00 cum ® Rs 35 0<Veum

Providing and Saying the BBM wail in CM 1 6

To»i*t Ailround t 1536 3 60 023 13.21

Center horizontal 1 5 49 300 023 3.79

Partition vertical 1 1 90 300 023 124

Unna! Alround 1 8 49 1 50 23 2.93

21.17

Deductions:

Door 6 0.75 2.10 0.23 2.17

.

----. i:z- a 0.00 030 023 33

LintelfJ) i 1.00 0.15 23 28

Lintel (d) 6 135 0.15 0.23 26

Toilet entrance 1 90 1 50 023 31

:pe- -g

cum
Rs 1^5 00

cum

3.37 cum

Nat Quantity: 21-17 - 3 37 • 17 60 cum

Say 13 00 cum® Rs 2150 00 /Cum

RCC Untel* m 1 1 1/2 3

Quantity as item No. 7 (V)

(D)

urinals lop of wall 1 Mi 23

ailround

Rs 3886000

015

0.28

28

28

0.64 cum

Say 1 00 cum @ Rs 4150.00 / cum

RCC dropChejja in 1 1 1/2 ;3, 7.5 cm thick

D 2 1 20 45 108 Sq m
Say 1.2 Sq.rn® RsSCOOO/sqm

RCC roof slab in (1:1 1/2.3) finishing exposed faces in CM
(1:3) (exclusive of cost of steel & fabrication charges)

1 505 2.49 015 2.22 cum
Say 2.50cum @ Rs.4160 00/ cum

Supplying of steel for RCC works

Item No (8)

Ham No (9)

ham No (10)

Rs 416000

r\ 2r 720 00

Rs 10400 00

1.00

2.00

3,00

6.00 cum

1 5% concrete area. 5*150-900 kg - 9 MT
Say 1 00 MT © Rs 35Q0O 00 / MT

12 Labour emerges for fabrication of MILCVHYSD steel

Quantity as in item No. (11)

100 MT @Rs2500 00/MT
100 MT

Rs 35000.00

Rs 2500 00

VlMOS Technocrats and Associates. Mfe E.I.H Ltd
,

Bangakx?



Detail project report far jnlegraled development of HeOtial take in Bangalore or DOT

SL

NO
SPECIFICATION Nu B D Uiiiiuiin, I Ml AMOUNT

13 Flooring with Ceramic tiles

1 5 26 2 03

Say 1 1 00 Sq.m Q Rs.975 00 / *qm

14 Providing Plaitanng to BBM wails CM 1 4 (20 mm th)

External

Say 100.00 sqm ft Ra 74 QGVsq m
15 Providing glazed tiles Iter wails - made

Say 120 00 sqrn @ Rs 750 GO/sq^m

18 Providing Plastering to ceiling in CM 1 3 f 12 mm th)

1 5.26 2 03

Say 12.00 Sq.m® Rs 74 00 /sqm

IT Prewiring and laying the Panting for exposed surfaces of

SSMiiCMId
Airqund 1 1776 045

Say B 00 Sq.m ft Rs.34.0O/ sqm

18 Water proof cement painting out side

Quantity as item No 14

Say 120 00 Sq .m ft Rs 42 00/ sqm

19 Oil bound, distemper painting to inside walls

Internal wail Quantity as in item. No 14

ceiling Quantity item

10.68 Sq.m

Ri 10725 00

0000 iq.m

R» 740000

R* 9000000

10 63 Sq.m
Rs 88800

7,99 Sq.m

108.60 Sq.m

Rs

Rs

272 00

5040.00

10104

1068

111.72 Sq.m
Rs

Sq.m Rs

Say 12000 Sq m ft Rs.34 00 I sqm

20 Teak wood Doors, Windows i Ventilators with wood polish

D 6 075 2 10 9 45

Ventilator 8 50 0.30 1.44

Say 1 1.00 Sq m ft Rs 4500 00/ sqm

21 Roonng of paving with 10 cms meek B S slabs on a sand bed

of 7 5 to 3 cms ttilck. fixing and pointing in CM {1.3) curing

Urinal floor 1 3 00 126 3 78 Sq.m

Say 4.00 Sq m@ Rs. 300 00V sqm Rs

22 Providing 4 fixing pro cast or cast in situ 5 cms thick fretwork,

reinforced with 6 mm rods, perforaied as per design and

specification cast with cement mortar 1:3 including finishing &

cunng etc., complete

AHround 1 7.59 60 4.55 Sqm
Say 5 00 Sq.m ft Rs.600.0O/ sqm Rs

23 2 50 cm to 4 cms thick polished cudappa slabs with machine

cut sad*», Including fixmg & pointing with cm (1:3} curing

poisning etc . complete for urinals.

536

1.22

.3.60

10.17 Sq.m

406000

49500 00

120000

3000.00

lining

Flooring

Separators

1 3 57 150

1 2 03 060
3 1.00 120

Say 12.00 Sq m ft Rs 525/ sqm Rs 6300 00

VIVOS Tedunottats and Associ ales. Mtt E.I.H. Ltd

9a-vja :• =



Detailed woied report for integrated deveta&mefrt of Hetatol tafca in Bandatore cm DOT Basis

SL

NO
SPECIFICATION No B Quiuilily UNIT

amount
< in Riipt«)_

24 Providing and Laying whrta vitreous china da/ Indian type

water closet flush type of approved] maka with "P trap or "S"

trap ate , complete as per olfactions

4 Nos® Rs, 1200.00/ each

25 Providing & fining white wlreous china day unnalt

4 Net ® Rs.700/ aadi

It Providing ntreous china clay hand wash ba*n

3 Nos @ Rs 25001 each

2? Proving 4 laying wealner proof course 10 cms th Av

1 549 2 03

Say 12 0Q Sq.rn @ Rs.2l5.0O' sgm

28 Proving asbestos cemant ran water pipes 7.50 cms dja

No Rs

No Rs

No R*

11.14 Sqm

3 3.60

Say 12.00 MT @ Rs.95.00/ Rmt

29 10 % for Electrification works

30 10% Water suppty & sanitory works

3i Miscellaneous & round off

10. B0 Rmt

Total

Rs.

480000

2800 00

7500 00

2580 00

Rs. 1140.00

Rs 327345 00

Rs. 32734 00

Rs. 31734 00

Rs 71*700

Total Rs 400000,00

(Rupees Four lakh only)

V1MOS Teeftnoerais and Associates M/S E.I.M. Ltd

Bangalore



Detailed protect report for integrated development of in Banoalore on DPT Basts

NAME Of WORK: Integrated Development of Hefefejl taHe in Bangalore on DOT Ba*<*

TABLE 5.7: Dettdlad MW«it«a<m brTeil*t Block (Circular Typal.

srctincATioN N.) L D Quanlily UNIT
AMOUNT

1 in Rupee*!

1 Eartti work excavation for foundation in Oroawy soil

Say 15 00 cum Q R* 65 00/ cum

2 Providmg end laying the bed Camam Concrete tn 14:8

Say 5 00 sum £) Rs. 1700 00 / cum

3 Providing and constructing tne SSM, hamrmr dressed in CM

I 6 for foundation

Say 15.00 cum @ Rs. 1170 00 .' cum

4 Providing and constructing ins SSM, Chistte dressed in CM

1:6 for basement

Say 8 5.00 cum © Rs. 1430.00/ cum

5 Providing and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 1 :2.4

Say 2.00 cum @ Rs.2450. 00 / cum

6 Earth work filling to the foundation 4 basement (available)

Say 300.00 cum @ Rs.3S.00VCum

7 Providing and laying the BBM wall in CM 1 6

Say 1 B.00 cum @ Rs 2160.00 / cum

8 RCC Untais in 1:1 1 '2 :3

Say 1 50cum@Rs4160 00/cum

ft Parbon wall by using Table moulded b*cks in CM 1 4

Say 20 Sg m @ Rs 400 00 V sgm

10 RCC roof slab in (1:11/2:3) finishing exposed faces in CM

II 3) {exclusive of coal of steel & fabncabon charges)

Say 4 SOcurn @ Rs.41 60 CO / cum

11 Supplying of Heel for RCC works

Item No. (8)

Item No. (10)

cum Rs

cum Rs

cum Rs,

cum Rs.

cum Rs

cum Rs

cum Rs

%C\ iV Rs

cum Rs

1.50

4,50

800 cum

1.00

ec no

1.5% concrete area, 6x1 50*900 kg = 09 MT

Say 1 00 MT @ Rs. 35CO0. 0O / MT MT Rs.

12 Labour charges for fabrication of MllD/HYSO steel

Quantity as in item No. (1 1)

1 00 MT @Rs.250000/MT

13 Flooring with Ceramic tiles

Say 35.00 Sq.m @ Rs 975 00/ sgm

1

4

Providing Plastering to BBM walls CM 1 4 (20 mm th)

External

Say 80.00 sqm ® Rs 74 00rtq.ni

1

5

Providing glued tiles for walls - inside

Say 50 00 sqm @ Rs.750 00/sq,m

16 Providing Plastering to calling m CM 1 3 (12 mm th)

Say 25.00 Sq.m Q Rs. 74.00 f tqm

17 Providing and laying the Pointing for exposed surfaces Of

SSM m CM 13
Say 5.00 Sq.m @ Rs.34 00 / sum Sg.m Rs.

ViMOS Tecmwcrats and Associates,

Bangalore

075 00

8800.00

17550.00

1215500

4900.00

1050000

38880 00

6240 00

800000

18720 00

35000 00

MT Rs 250000

Som Rs 3412500

Sgm Rs 5920 00

Sq.m Rs 5000000

Sgm Ri 1024 00

272 00

M/s EI.H Ltd.

Bangalore



Detailed project resort for integrated development of Hettta! laXe in Barbara on DOT BflSff

SL

1ft

SPECIFICATION Nu B Quantity I Ml
AMOCNT
<>i Rupees)

Water proof cement painting out side

Quantity as item No 14

Say 80 00 Sq m Q Rs 42.00 / sqm

11 Qti bound distemper painting to inside waits

Celling Quantity as m the ft No 16

2H.0O Sq.m ® Rs 34.00 t sqm

20 Teak wood Doors a Ventilators with wood polish

Say laOOSq.m^ Rs450O.QsQV&qni

21 Providing and laying whit* vitreous china day Indian type

4 Nos @ R 9. 1200 CO/ each

22 Providing & fixing white vitreous crima day unnaJs

A Nos@ Rs70OV'eaCfi

25 Providing vitreous china clay hand wash basin

2Nqs@ Rs.25QO/eacti

24 Providing & laying weather proof course 10 cms th, Av

Say 35.00 Sq.m @ Rs.215.00/SQjm

25 10% rbr Electrification worts

26 10% Water supply & sanitary works

27 Miscellaneous & round off

Grand total = Two unite reqd. 2 *

Sq.m Rs.

Sq,m

Sn rtl

Rs

Rs.

No Rs

No Rs

No Rs

336000

184 00

81000 00

480000

2800.00

5000 00

Sq.m Rs 7525 00

otal Rs 371530 OC

Rs 37154 00

Rs 37154 00

Rs. 4162 00

Total Rs 430000.00

Rs 900000.00

(Rupees Nine lakhs only)

V1M0S Technocrats and Associates.

Bangalore

Ml E.I.H Lid

Bangalore



Detailed project report far Irrtecrateri development of Heofaal lake kr Bangalore on DOT Base

NAME OF WORK: integrated D*v*topfln#flt of Mtbbaf l*k* In 8*ngifare on DOT Bui*

TABLE SJ: DetaiUsd •llmitton of * il >*n i tor Molt imm*r*k>n

SI.

NO

1

SPECIFICATION No L D Quantity UNIT
\\|C)I ST

i im Rwceil

1. For Immersion tank

Earth work excavation for levelling and lowering the ground

(other than foundation worn) m Ordinary Soil

1 x (1 0+3272) x (lO+32/2> x 3.1 1367.1

4 23 2 1 224

Qty - 1591 . 1 say 1600 cum @ Rs 50 00/ cum

earth work to hearting of bund (imperic

For bund around 4 321 12+4/2 3.5

Forseating 1 36.1 12.3 5

Cum Rs

3595

222

3617 Cum

Consider 35 % as hearting soil

Qty = 1 136 cum @ Rs. 130.00/ cum

Consider 65 % as casing soil

Oty = 2461cum @ Rs.260.0Cy cum

Rough stone revetment 45 cm thick

inside Lank 4 19

Out side embankment 1 40-6

2 32 7

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

10 8

5 25

4 3

45

45

45

369.36

96.39

126 55

592.3

Qty = 592 3 say 600 cum Q Rs 450 00/am
CC 1 2 4 for tank bed

Cum Rs

36.11

22 5

10

26

4

22 5

20

4

075

0075
15

0.075

Qty = 69 say 90 cum @ Rs 2450 00/ cum

3-3- lS s 3D 15 ens th with two line c-ess^i. ' xed in

06For tread & rise 80 (26+10^2

For bed of kalyani 1 10 10

For embankment 2 36.1 4

2 28 4

Oty = 1 525 say 1 550 Sqm @ Rs 640 00/ sqm

Cham link fencing

1 160

Qty = 228 say 300 Sqm ® Rs 1750,00/ sqm

Turfing tn slope of embankment

1 36 1 8

2 32 05 6

Qty * 6112 say 65 Sqm @ Rs 95 00/ sqm

V
18

10.83

37.97

15

25 2

89

CM 1:8

912

100

288.8

224

1525

22S

2166

38.46

61 12

Cum Rs.

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs

8000000

147680 00

694680 00

27000000

220JOOOO

99200000

525000.00

6175 00

VlMOS Technocrats and Associates,

DalrQarW

Ms E.I.H Ltd

6a119atore



Daunted proiwa ™™< for integral tto^vnem <* Hettml Lflfc* in Benfiatore qn PpT Bags

No BSL SPECIFICATION

ft Coffer dam for water ecu rsft d Version

2 36 09

Qty» 80 Gum ffiRi 610.00/ cum

Quantity UNIT
AMOUNT

( in Rupees)
,

1.2 60

Cum ft* 41100 00

9

II Sluice

Eafln work excavation For levelling and towenng the ground

3.14

7.5

3

14

25
T2

1 7+0.5

1

Fortjodywail circular 1

Splayed wingwalls 2

Apron portion 1

intake pipe 1

Qty = 60 24 say 55 cum IB Rs.50.DtV cum

10 Sand 4 Boulder filling

Forbodywall circular

Splayed wingwalls

Apron portion

intake pipe

Qty 17 37say 1a cum @ Rs 635.00V cum

11 CC 1 4:8 for foundation

1

2

1.

I

3.14

7.5

5

14

25

1:2

1.7*0 5

1

12

1

075
t:2

3

0.3

3

0.6

9 43

18

ft.01

ie.e

Cum Rs. 2750.-QO

2.36

5.4

5.41

4.2

Cum Rs. 11430 00

1

2

1

1

1

3.14

7.5

5

14

U

2.5

1.2

17*0-5

1

Q75

0.3

3

3

03
015

2.36

54
5.41

4.2

1.69

12

13

FOffcodywaN oroular

Splayed wingwails

Apron portion

intake pipe

D/S apron

Qty - 19 05say 20 cum @ Rs 1700 00/ cum

Pro«dmg and comtnjctinfl She SSM Castle dressed In CM

16
For body wall of sluice circular Partoon

1 x3 14 x 1 85 x 3 x ( 00 + 45 )I2

2 x 7.5 x ( 0.75 + 45 ) / 2 x ( 9 * 1 6 )/ 2

Qty - 20 41 say 22 cum @ Rs 1430 00/ cum

CC 1:2:4 for tank bed

Forbodywall of sluice circular Portion

1 x 3.14 k 1.85x3.0x0.1

2x75x(075 + 045)/2x0.1

Qty = 2 64 say 3 cum @Rs 2450 00/ cum

14 Providing and laying the Pointing for exposed surfaces of

SSM. in CM 1:3

3 142 3 9 43

3,142 3 3 43

75 0.9 t3.5

35 sqm@ Rs34 00.'Sqm

19 Rwrifrng Mi«ng of MS iiu.ca gate JNo

16 Providing 4 fixing 3 HP pump set^lh Plumbing *oks for Inlet

& oufletafrangements. including electnficatxxi cnargs

17 Miscellaneous & round off

Cum Rf. 3400000

9.16

1125

1.74

0.9

Cum Rs 31460 00

Cum Rs U50 00

Forbodywall circular 1

Splayed wngwalls

80%Oul side wall 2

Qty s 32.35 say
Sqm Ra

LS Rs

LS Rs.

Rs

Total Rs.

(Rupees Thirty two lakh only)

ViMOS Tedinoeiats and Associates,

Bangalore

1 140.00

2500000

100000 00

19*5.00

3200000-00

Mfe EIH Lid

Bangalore



.-,= vj c-^-a -Efo:1 for inVuiak-u :k-»elQcrer' £ tjgfclaj sks in a nnrj.il, re nn DOT cUsi :

MAME OF WQfiK: Integrated Developnwit Of Hafcbal late* In Swgrtor* &fl DOT Baa*

TABLE 3.0. vtiitad wtimvlton fo* Security office ,' Ticket issue counter.

SL
SPECIFICATION ISO L D Quantity UNIT

AMOLNT
1 in K li |>r<-*)

6

Earm wort, tkcavstion for foundation in Ordinary soil

AJI mind 1 12 92 1 05 1 05 14 24

Qty - 14 24 lay 15 cum @ Rs 65 Qte cum

Providing and lading the bed Cement Concrete in 1 4 S

AJI round 1 12 92 105 015 2 03

Qty = 2 03 say 2.5 cum @ Rs. 1 700.00/ cum
Providing and constructing the SSM "a-r-er dressed in CM
1:6 for foundation

All round 1 12.92 075 45 4 36

1 12 92 0.6 045 3 49

Qty - 7.85 say B cum @ Rs.1 170.00/ cum

Providing and constructing the SSM. Chistte dressed in CM
1 :6 for basement

AJI round 1 12 92 045 45 2 62

Qly = 2 62 say 3 cum @ Rs 1430.00' cum

Providing and laying (he Coping Cement Concrete in 1:2 4

AJI round 1 12 92 45

Qty * fl7say 1 cum l® Rs 2450 00; cum

Providing and laying the BBM wall in CM 1 6

All round

Deductions

LmtftKAU openings

Door- D

Windows

1 12 92 23

1

3

7.7

09
15

23

23

023

15

24

15

2.1

1.2

oar

7.13

26

0.43

1.24

36 23 0.15 1,24

26 cum@ Rs.416O.0OVCum

0,1 0.19

3.46 say

8 RGCLintefein1:1 1/2:3

LinteJ-Al openings 1

Qty. as in lt.No.6

9 CC CHI in 1-3:6

Windows 3 2.1 023
Qty = 1 B say 0.2cum @ R.s.21 15 00V cum

10 Teak wood Doers. Windows & Ventilators wrth wood polish

Door 1 9 2.1 169

Window 3 15 12 5 4

Qty - 7 29 say 8 sqm ffl Rs 4500 00' torn

11 Supplying of HYSD steer bar & labour charges for fabrication

26 Cum @ 1 5 % of concrete area = 039 say 05MT @
Rl 37500 00/MT

12 Tubular trusses & Iron angle puriines for roof

Say about 1 MT @ Rs 80000 00/ MT

VlMOS Tectinoerats and Associates.

5 i""J3'i' r 9

Cum RS

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

Cum RS

NetCfty=7 13- 1 93=5.2 say 6 cum @ Rs2160 OOVcum

Earth work tilting to the foundation & basement {available)

1 2.78 2 78 0.45 3.43

4 cum @ Rs 35 OQ/Cum

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

Cum RS

Cum Rs

Sqm HS

97500

4250.00

9360.00

429000

129*0 00

140 00

1032 00

42300

1600000

MT Rs 187500

MT RS 80000 00

Ms E.I.H. Ltd.,

8ar»g8iciTe



Detailed twin* report lor integrated development of H***»i uk* ^ ganoatore on DOT Basts

J^ SPECIFICATION
NOI

No L D Quantify UNIT
AMOUNT

| ip Rupee*)

13 Supplying & fixing new Maogalore tiles

25 «*n / .0675 371 say 400 Nos Q Rs. 12 00/ each Each Ri

14 Supplying £ fixing Mangaforo ndge bias

15 mtl tongm at Rs 91 QC/RM RM Ra

15 Providing and laying the Pointing for exposed surfaces of

SSMinCMI 3

Al round 4 3 9 045 7.02

Say 5 sgm © Rs.34 OQ/Sqm

1* Providmg Plastering to GBM walls CM 1 4 (20 mm in)

55 sqm Q Rs 74.00/Sqm

17 BedCCin 1:3:6 for flooring, fScmth

Oty =1.2 cum @ Rs.21 15.00/ cum

1i Adanga martsle tiles with veins for flooring indudwig wall

skirting 13 3 9

Qty = 9 sqm @ Rs.1215.00/ sqm

1

9

A 3ier proof cement painting out side

Say 35 sqm @ Rs.42 00/ sqm

20 Oil oound distemper painting to inside walls

Say 30 sqm (g Rs.34. 00/ sqm
Total

21 iO%rorEtecirmeatlon worts

22 Miscellaneous & round off

Grand total * Two units roqd. = 2 * 200000 = Rs. 400000

(Rupees Font lakhs only)

4SW-0Q

13*500

Sqm Rs 272 00

Sqm Rs 4070 oe

Cum Rs. 253800

Sqm Rs 10925 00

Sqm Rs 1 470.00

Sqm Rs

Rl

Rs.

Rs

102000

1102^5 00

11026 00

1709 00

Total1

Rs, 200000.00/

V1MOS Technocrats and Associates.

Bangalore

Ms CIRLtd
Bangalore



Detailed Quaied apart Tor integrated development ol Hefaia* lake in Bangalore on DOT Basis

NAME OF WORK: Integrated Development ol Htbbal like in Bangalore cm DOT Ba-sn

TABLE 5 10: Detailed estimation tor Lake view Open air restaurant

S|

NO
SPECIF!CATION hie L B P Quantity UNIT

AMOt M
| in Rupert)

1 Earth wortt excavation for foundauofi in Hard soil

Cdums 27 IS 15 18 109.35

wails 1 4123 9 12 44 52

Otys 153 87 say 160 cum® R».ftS 00/ cum Cum Rs.

2 Sand & Boulders filling Tor foundation

Cdums 27 15 1.5 5 36 45

walls 1 81.73 9 3 22 05

Total Qty = 53 51 say 60 cam @ Rs 635.00/ com Cum Rs

3 Providing and laying the bed Cement Concrete m 1:4:8

Cdums 27 1.5 1.5 15 9.11

walls 1 8173 09 0.15 11 03

Qty = 20 14say22 cum @ R s. 1 700.00/ cum Cum Rs.

4 Pttarkang & laying RCC column footing in 1: 11/2 3 (RWC)

a

1360000

3*1.00.00

11.66

7.29

1,14

489
7.4

Rectangular 27 1.2 12 3

Tiapezodial 5 27 12 15 0.45

Qty 18 95 say 20 cum @ Rs.3750 00/ cum

5 Provide 4 laying RCC column in 1: 1 1/2 3 (RMC)

3 23 45 3 7

11 23 045 4 3

13 23 045 5 5

Qty = 18 43 say 18 cum ® Rs 5475 00/ cum

6 Providing and constructing m* SSM. hammer dressed in CM
1 6 for foundation

Wall* 1 80 9 45 324

1 SO 0.6 045 21.6

Qty * 54 cum @ Rs 1 170.00/ cum

7 Providing and constructing the SSM, Chtstfe dressad in CM
1 Ofor basement

walls 1 80 045 0.45 16 2

Qty = 16 2 say 1B cum @ Rs 1430.00/ cum

Earth won* filling to tha foundation & basement (available)

1 22.63 6 0.45 61.1

1 13 37 2 8 45 1664

1 6.18 2.8 0.45 7 7B

Qty = 85.72 say 90 cum ® Rs 3S.oarCum

Providing & laying RCC Plinth beams in 1: 11/2 :3{RMC)

1 03SO 045

Qty * 10 8 say 12 cum @ Rs 3750 00/ cum

10 T**fc wood Doors £ Ventilators with wood polish

Door*D 1 12 21

01 1 105 2 1

VantiatDrs-V 4 1.8 75

Qty = 6 08 say 7 sqm @ Rs.450O.0O'' sqm

Cum Rs

37400 00

7500000

Cum Rs 9*530 00

Cum Rs

Cum Rs.

631*000

:."j
•

10 8

2.52

221
135

Cum RS-

Cum Rs

3150.00

15000 00

Sqm Rs. 3150000

I
V1MQ5 Technocrats and Associates,

Bangalom

Ifrs FJ.H. Ud

,

Bangalore
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Detailed pro*ri renort for integrated tt&vatanmeni df htehfaat lafce in Bangalore on POT Sasis

SL
SO

SPECIFICATION No B Quiiviuy I NIT
AMOINT

( in Rupees!

11 Providing and laying tne BBM wall .n CM 1 6

Star* 1 3 5 23 4 5

1 a as OZ3 4 1

SarvicahaQ 2 143 23 375

-platform 1 13 as 23 075

-plat form partation 18 75 23 075

SxlewaM 2 56 23 4.1

DaducBona
Door-D 1 12 0.23 21

01 1 105 23 2 1

Vwitlators V 4 1.8 23 0.75

Lrntel-fCf Openings 14 0.23 0-15

Net Qty=29 7- 2.80= 25.9 say 23 cum @ Rs.216O.00/ cum

12 ProvKftng and laying Polished caddapa slab for service hall

362
9 35

248
2 3*

2 32

10 56

58

0.5

1.24

0.48

13

14

1 16

Qty = 12 sqm @ Rs 700.00 / sqm

RCC Lintels in 1:1 1/2 :3

Door-D 1

Dt 1

Ventilator* V 4

45 cum say

RCC drop Cneija in 1 1 1/2

Door O 1

ventiaton - V 4

6 84 Sqm say

075 12

Cum Rs

Sqm Rs.

1 8 023 015 006

17 23 015 06

24 23 15 33

0.4a cum iflf Rs 4160 00/Cum

3, 7 5 cm tNcfc

19 06 106

2 4 06 576

8 Sqm © R* 600 OO'Sqm

15 Providing & laying RCC Root beams in 1: 11^2 3 fRMC)

Ring beam- Store

Service hall

Dinning haa

2

3

4

6

6

12

13

2.37

3 22

2.7

2.95

4.08

2.51

4.9

23

023
023
23

0.23

023
23

32

0.32

025
032
32

045
32

$0480.00

8400 00

Cum Rs IW7.00

Sqm Rs 4800 00

35

71

052
1.3

1.8

3.12

4.69

Qty = 9 61 say 10 cum® Rs .5325. 00/ cum

16 Iron angle outlines for roof

Say about 6 MT @ R s. 60000. 007 MT

1

7

Supplying & fixing new Mangalore tiles

3O0 fQ 0875 - 4445 say 5000 No*Q Rs 12 00/ each

16 Providing masoriary with modular bricks band on roof in CM
16

10*12= 120 Rm ® Rs 60 00/ Rm
1f Providing and laying the Pointing tor exposed surfaces of

SSMiiCMI 3

1 ©o 0.45 27

27 sqm ffi
Ra.34.00/Sqm

. vis Technocrats and Associates,

Cum Rs.

MT Rs

Each R«

Rm Rs

Sqm Rs

53250 00

410000 00

6000060

720000

91800

M's E.I H Ltd

Bangalore



Detaded pnpjed report Far integrated aevelqcwTrent cf Hft&faal late in Bangalore mi DOT Sasts

SL
NO

SPECIFICATION Na L B D 1 Quantity UNIT
AMOUNT

i in Rupees)

20 Providing Plastering to BBM walls CM 1 4 {20 mm th}

inside ft Outside 1 60 i.1 246

250 sqm® Rs74Q07Sqm Sqm Rs

21 Bed CC wi 1 3 8 for flooring to store, service & dinning

Gty = 65cum© Rs.2l15.0O/cum Cum Rs

22 i danga marble til as with veins for dinning hail flooong

lB0Sqrngfill2lS0lJ'Sqn Sqm Rs

23 Rough Shahabad slabs for store & service flooring

100 Sqm @ Rs 3DO 00 / Sqm Sqm Rs

24 Providing and fixing MS hand railing for steps ft dinning.

1 50 075 375

say 40 sqm |£ Rs 900 DO/Sqm

25 Water proof cement painting out side

Say 90sqm @ Rs.42.Q0/ sqm

26 Oil bound distemper painting to inside walls

Say 150 sqm Q Rs. 34.00/ sqm

27 Supplying of HYSO steeJ bar & Jabour charges for fabrication

for RCC work

62 cum @ 1 5 % of concrete area = 9 3 MT @
Rs 37500 OOMT

2% 10 % for water supply & Sanitary faoJitiaa

29 10 % for Electrification wodcs

30 Miscellaneous &. round off

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs.

ISJOT 00

1374100

L9440OOO

30000 00

36000 00

37*0 00

5100.00

MT Rs 548750 00

I Rs |75»5#3.rj0

Rs J 75434 00

Ri 175854 00

Rs 9749 00

Grand Total Rs. 2120000.00

(Rupees Twenty one lakhs twenty thousand only)

VIVOS Technocrats and Associates,

Bangalore

Ms E.IH Ltd.

Bangalore
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id protect report for mteuraiad devetonmert of Hebfaar lake in Bangalore an DOT Basis

PiAUKE Of WORK: Integrated D*v#l*pr«nt o* Mabbul lake in Bangalore on DOT Bui*

TABLE 5.11: DetJilfcd eitimation Ibf RMrcal Cir* Ctfltf*.

SL SPECIFICATION No L B D Quantify l Ml
AMOLM

I in Rupw)

6

35 28

13 23

5.04

i .69

Eartn work excavation for toundaifon in Ordinary scxl

Al round 1 32 105 105

Central walls 1 12 105 i OS

Qty 49 51 uy 50 cum @ Rs.e5.00/ cum

Providing and laying the bad Cement Concrete m 148
An round 1 32 10S 0.15

Central walls 1 12 105 15

Qty = 6.93 say 7 turn @ Rs.17G0.00/ cum

Providing and constructing the SSM. hammer dressec m CM
1 6 foe foundation

1 32

1 32

1 12.75

1 13.12

Qty = 27 2S say 30 cum ® Rs 1 170.00/ cum

Providing and constructing the SSM. Crusoe dressed in CM
1 6 for basement

Alt round 1 32 045 045 648

Central walls 1 13 5 045 045 2 73

Qty = 9 21 &ay 10 cum ® Rs 1430 00/ cum

Providing and Jaying the Coping Cemeni Concrete in 1:2.4

Al round

Central walls

75 0.45 10 e

0.6 0.45 e.64

75 045 4.3

06 045 3.54

All round 1 32 045 15 2 IS

Central walls 1 135 045 15 0.31

Qty « 3.07 say 3 5 cum @ Rs 2450.00/ cum

Providing and laying the GBM wall in CM 16

All round 1 32 023 3 2206

Central walls 1 135 23 3 32

Deductions:

Lintel-AH round 1 45.5 0.23 015 1,56

Door-D 2 12 23 2.1 1.16

D1 1 105 0.23 21 51

D2 1 0.75 23 2.1 0,36

r ~: -
: entfflOt dco' 1 4 023 21 193

WSndow-W 2 1.5 0.23 15 1.04

W1 4 0.9 023 1 35 1 12

ventilators V 2 075 023 75 0.26

Cum Rs 3250 00

Cum Rs 1 1900 00

Cum Rs 35100 00

Cum Ri

Dm Rs

1410000

8575.QG

Net Gty=3i 4 - 7 94= 23 46 say 25 cum Q Rs 2160 0QV cum Cum Rs

Earth work filling to the foundation 6 basement (available)

1 12 4 45 21. S

say 22curn|$Rs35Q0Cum Cum Rs

MOM W

770 00

viWOS Tetnrwcrais and Associates, Ms E.I.H. Lid .

Bangalore



project report for trttearaled dsveloomenl of Hebfaal lake in Bangalore on DOT Basts

Si

NO
SPECIFICATION No L D Quantity UNIT

AMOl ST

( in Ru|>rtrii

RCC Lintels in 1:1 1# 3

Untet-AII round 1

Cantilever beam for canopy

1

Canopy slab 1

4. 1 cum say

10

11

45 5 23 015

126
5.5

23

IB
045
125

1.55

13
1.24

4.5 cum ® Rs 4150 OOCum

Supplying of HYSD steel bar & labour chaises for fabncabon

for RCC work

4.5 cum Q 1.5 % of concrete area = 575 say 0.7 MT @
Rs 37500 QCWMT

CC Clin 1:3:0

W*Mtow-vV 2 2 023 01 0.92

VV1 4 1.4 0.23 01 0.13

Ventilators - V 2 1 25 23 01 0.06

Qty = 1 11 say 1.5 cum @ Rs 211500/ cum

Teak wood Doors, Windows & Venblaiors with wood polish

Door D 2 1.2 2 1 5 04

01 1 1.05 2 1 2.2

02 1 75 2 1 1 5a

Front entmce door 14 21 8 4

Window -W 2 15 1,5 4.5

W1 4 0,9 1 35 4,85

Vanwatori-V 2 75 075 1.13

Qty 27 71 say 30 sqm Q Rs 450000/ sqm

12 Tubular trusses & Iron angle pu nines Tor roof

Say about 3.0 MT @ Rs. 50CO0.00/ MT

13 Supplying & fixing new Manga lore hies

1 14 7 98

98/ 0575 = 1452 say 1500 Nos @ Rs. 12 00/ each

14 Supplying & fixing Mangalore ndge tiles

39 nits length at Rs 91.00/ RM
15 Providing Pointing for exposed surfaces of SSM in CM 1 :3

1 32 0l45 14,4

I5sqm@ Rs34 007Sqm

1ft Providing Plastering to BBM walls CM 1 A [20 mm th)

Men & Outside 1 95 3 285

300 sqm® Rs 74 OCvSqm

17 Bad CC in 1:3:6 for flooring

1 13 S 0.1

Qty = 65cum® Rs.2115.00/ cum

11 Adanga marble tiles with veins for nooring including wall

shirting

1 13 5

Qty = 65 sqm say 80 sqm Q Rs 1215 00/ sqm

19 Water proof cement painting out side

Say 110 sqm fir Rs.42 00/ sqm

Tecfinoorats and Associates

Cum Ra

MT Rs.

1S72O0O

26250.00

Cum Rs. 3173.00

Sqm Rs

MT Rs.

Eich Rs

RM Rs

Sqm Rs.

Sqm Rs.

Cum Rs

135000 00

140000 00

1*00000

1549 00

510 00

22200.00

13748 00

Sqm Rs 9720000

Sqm Rs. 4620 00

Uft El.H Ltd



Delated rawed report for inlftnrated development of Hebbal late in Bangalore wi pnj ftrffi

SI.

NO
SPECIFICATION No L B D Qmtntity UNIT

AMOl XT
I in Rupttji

20 Cnk bound distemper painting to inside

Say 180 sqm @ Ri.34 00V sqm

21 Piocuramarn of medical equipments

22 10 % for water supply & Sanitary facilities

23 10 % for Electrification wefts

24 MsctJaneous & round off

Total

Sqm Ri 6120 00

1 R8 71 6715 00

L5 Rs SO0O0O00

Rs 71678 00

Rs 7167800

R* 9**900

Grand Total Rs, U'0000.00

(Rupees Thirteen lakhs seventy thousand only)

VAIQS Technocrats and Associates,

Bangalore

M.5 E.IH.UH,,

Bangalore



Detai ied cttngct report for integrated rjfryialoomenl of Heooal lake in Bangalore an DOT Ba&s

NAME OF WORK: Integrated Development of Htbbal lake in Bangalore an DOT Basis

TABLE 5 11: Detailed estimation tot Administrative amc* eum Reception centre

SL

%0
SPECIFICATION No L B D Quint in UNIT

AMOUNT
1 in fiupml

6

9

45 62

2475
17

6.54

3.53

0.25

Eanri work excavation for foundation m Ordinary soil

AH round 1 41.56 105 105

Central wal« 1 22.45 1 05 1 05

Cotums 2 0.9 0-9 105

Qty 72-27 My 75 cum @ Rs.65QG/cum

Providing and laying the bed Cement Concrete in 1:4:8

All round 1 4156 105 015
Central wails 1 22 45 1 G5 0.15

Colums 2 0.9 9 015
Qty = 10 32 say 12 cum © Rs.1700.0Oi' cum

Providing and constructing the SSM. hammer dressed in CM
1:6 for foundation

All round

Central wals

Qty 38 88 say 40 cum (§ Rs.1 1 70.00/ cum
Providing and constructing the SSM, C rustle dressed In CM
1 6 for basement

All round 1 41.56 045 45 641

Central wells 1 22 45 045 045 4 54

Qty * 12.95 say 1 4 cum © Rs 1430 00/ cum

Providing and laying tha Coping Cement Concrete in 1 2 4

All round 1 4158 45 15 2 8

Central wails 1 22 45 045 CIS 151

Qty ~ 4 31 say 5 cum © Rs 2450.00/ cum

Providing & laying RCC column footing in 1 : 1 1/2 Z (RMC)

2 0.6 06 0.45

Qty - say 0.4 cum @ Rs. 3750. 00/ cum
Providing & laying RCC column in 1: 11/2 :3 (RMCJ

Cum Rs 4S75.00

Cum RS. 2O40O.0O

All round 1 41.56 75 045 14.02

1 41.56 6 0.45 11.22

Central wals 1 22.45 75 0.45 7.58

1 22.45 6 045 6 06

Cum Rs. 46800 00

0.32

3 14x03x03 2

Qty = Say 1 .8 cum © Rs,5475 00/ cum
:: -;

. z -g and laying tha BSM wal fci CM 1 t

3 15 1.78

Cum Ri.

C»m Rs

Cum Rs.

Cum Rs

2002000

1 2250.00

1 500.00

9855.00

AH round 1 41 56 023 3 28 67

Central waia. 1 22 45 0.23 3 15 49

Gable wall 0,5 606 23 15 1 05

0.5 2 11 12 23 15 3 04

5 2 226 023 06 032
5 2 2.96 23 06 04

Deductons.

LmtaMJ openings 1 36 23 015 124

Door-D 3 12 23 2.1 1.74

D1 4 1,05 0.23 2.1 2 02

Wtidow-W 4 15 0,23 1.5 2.07

W1 6 1.2 023 15 2 48

VlMOS Tectinocrals and Associates M/S EIH.Ud
Benae me Bangalore



I

Dialled pfo^g report for Integrated devekMiineni of Hebbal lafaa m Bangalore on DOT Basta

M
NO

SPlt IRCUION Nc U Quantity i:nit

g

Ventilators ^ V 4 75 23 075 52

Met 0ry=49 7- 1 07= 39 63 say 40 cum Q Rs 2 1 60 00/cum ( urn R s

Earth wort flimg to the foundation & basement (availaote)

Cum Rs

10

11

12

1

1

10 2 5 4 45 24.78

5 6 4.23 045 10 65

35 43 say

RCC Untalsin 1:1 1/2 3

LmtefAB openings 1

say

35 cum Q Rs 35.0OCum

36 23 015 1.24

1.5 cum @ Rs.4180.00/Cum

CCCHI in 1:3 6

Window-W
W1

4

6

21 023 01 019
1.8 023 0.1 0.25

Ventiartors-V 4 125 023 01 012

Gty=0 56say0.6cum@ Rs 21 1 5 00/ cum

Teak wood Doors, Windows & Ventilators with wood polish

DooT'D 3 1.2 2 1 7 56

D1 4 1 05 2
J 862

4

6

4

i -:, 1,5 9

1.2 f-5 10 8

075 075 2.25

VWOgW - YY

wt
Vent:: a tors V

Cum Rs.

Cum RS

13

Qty = 38 43 say 40 sqm <g Rs.45OO.0O/ sqm

Providing A laying RCC beams tor canopy at l*it»» l»«l in 1

1172 3 (RMC)

AlTOund 1 93 03 045 125

Qty = say 1 50 cum @ Rs.5325 00/ cum

14 Supplying of HYSD steel bar a labour charges far fabrication

for RCC work

6.5 cum Q 1.5 % of concrete area 975 say 1MT @
Rs 37SOO 00/MT

3, 7,5 cm thick

2.1 0.6

1.8 8

1.2 0.6

15

15 $qm ® Rs 600 00/Sqm

Sqm Rs

Cum Rs

5.04

6.43

2 88

MT Rs

RCC drop Chep in 1:1 1/2

Window -W 4

W1 6

Ventilators - V 4

14.4 Sqm say

1 E Tubular trusses & Iron angle p urii ns s for roof

Say about 3.5 MT @ Rs. 60000.00/ MT
17 Supplying & fixing new Man galore tiles

1 14 7 98

72 / 00875= 1087 say 1100 Nos ® Rs 12 00/ each

18 Supplying & fixing Mangalore ridge tiles

25 mt» langth at Rs 91,00/ RM
19 Providing masonaty with modular bncfcs band on roof in CM

60 Rm Q Rs 60 .00/ ftm

20 Providing and laying the Pointing tor exposed surfaces of

SSMinCM1:3
1 42 45 19.9

20 sqm @ Rs 34 0O/$qm

VlMOS Technocrats and Associates,

Sqm Rs.

MT Rs

Each Rs

RM R».

Rm Rs.

Sqm Rs

AMOUNT
i in Kuiwyl

86400 00

1260 00

62-W.OO

1269 00

180000 00

7988 00

37500.00

900000

2*000000

I320000

aw.uo

360000

680.00

M.'s EIHUfl..
Bangalore
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I
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report tor hilenrated dEvekttxnenl of Hebfaai lak* m Banr|il-rr nq [J^T Ptdtd

rsuT
NO

SPECIFICATION \.. B Quantity

21 Piovid ng Plastering to B6M walls CM 1 4 {20 mm m}

430 sqm @ Rs 74 00/Sqm

22 Bed CC m 1 3 6 for flooring

Qty * 7 cum Q Rs 21 1 5.00/ com

23 Adanga marble tiles with v-eins for flooring induing wail

1 13 S

Qty = 70 sqm @ Ra.1215.Q0/ sqm

24 Water proof cement painting out side

Say 130 sqm @ Rs. 42.00/ sqm

25 Oi bound distemper painting to < nside walls

Say 310 sqm @ Rs.34 .00/ sqm
Total

26 10 % for water supply £ Sanitary facilities

27 10 % for Electrification works

28 Miscellaneous & round off

Gran

(Rupees Ten lakh eighty thousand only)

LNTT
AMOUNT

i in KtjfKvii_

Sqm Ri. 31920 00

Cum Rs 1 4105.00

Sqm Rs 15050 00

Sqm Rs 54*0 03

Sqm Rs 10540.00

Rs t»2787.M>

Rs 89279.00

Rs 8937900

Rs. 8655.00

Total Rs. 1JSO00O.00

I
VIMOS Technocrats and Associates.

Bangalore

Ms E \ H Ud
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Drtated proteel report for iniMrateo dewwkwnenl of KMthhal lafc* in flaiyialore 0" poT Bgfr

NAME OF WORK:

TABLE 5.13:

Si

NO
SPECIFICATION

Integrated DevftlopittMit of H*bb»* lake m Bangafore on DOT Bmj*

nnj;iiled estimat on for HarrtftcrMft A Curto yif: fttagS

No H Quantity L Ml

1 Earth work excavation for foundation m Ordwwry sod

Oly * 300 cum © Ri.6S.00/ cum

2 Providing, and laying th« bad Cement Concrete in 1.4:8

Qty =45 tuin © R s. 1700.001/ cum

3 Providing and constructing the SSM hammer dressed in CM

Qty = 170 aim © Rs. 1 170 00/ cum

4 Providing and constructing the SSM. Crnste dressed in CM

Qty * 60 cum © Rs. 1430.00/ cum

5 Providing and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 1 :2:4

City =20 cum© Rs.24oD.00/ cum

6 Providing and laying the BBM wall in CM 1*

Qty=SS cum © Rs .2 160. 00/ cum

7 Earth viorfc filling to me foundation S. basement (available)

ISO cum © Rs 35 OC/Gum

8 RCC Lintels in 1 : 1 1/2:3 for ventilator

2 Cum © Rs4 160 OQ/Cum

9 Supping or HYSD stael bar a labour charge* for fabrication

2 cum © l.S ft of concrete area *03O0say03MT|!

Rs 375O0 00/MT

10 Teak wood ventilators with wood polish

Qty « 20 sqm © Rs,45Q0 00/ sqm

1

2

Iron angle beams & purlin a* for roof

Say about 20 MT © Rs.BOOOO 00/ MT

13 Supplying & fixing new Mengakhre btes

10000 Nos © Rs 12.00/ each

14 Supplying & fixing Mangalore ndge tiles

120 mts length art Rs. 91 ,00/ RM
15 Providing Pointing for exposed surfaces of SSM hi CM 1:3

55 sqm >g Rs,34.0uVSqm

16 Providing Plastering to BBM walls CM 1 4 (20 mm thfl

960 sqTTi © Rs 74.007Sqm

17 Bed CC in 1 3 6 for flooring

Qty = 60 cum © Rs.2115.CKV cum

IB Adanga marble tiles with veins for floonng including wall

Qty = 600 sqm @ Rs. 1215.00/ sqm

19 Laying of Vitrified tiles for flooring

600sqms©Rs 1000 00/sqm

20 Water proof cement painting out tide

Say 360 sqm © Rs 42 00; sqm

21 O* bound distemper painting to inside wafe

Say 600 sqm © Ra.34.00/ sqm

22 Providing end fixing MS hand railing for eonidef.

say 300 sqm ©Rs 2000. OQ/Sqm

ViWOS Tectinoaats and Associate,

BaagalBpa

Rs

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

Cum Rs.

Cum Rs

Cum Rs.

Cum Rs.

Cum Rs

MT Rs.

Sqm Rs

MT RS

E*th Rs.

RM Rs

Sqm Rs.

Sqm RS

Cum Rs.

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs

Sqm R S

Sqm Rs

Sqm Rs

AMOl M
j in Hupecii)

1950000

7*30000

198900.00

85800 00

49000 00

183600 00

5:50.00

8320.00

11250 00

9000000

1600000 00

120000.00

10920 00

1870.00

71040.00

12690000

729000.00

60000000''

1512000

20400 00

600000 00

WS E.I-H.LM.

Bangalore



^B^VH

T

SI.

NO
SPECIFICATION Nd D Quanlily t Ml'

23 Prodding and fixing Aluminium partation with doore.

say 900 sqm ifi Rs 3OO0 OOVSqm Sqm Rl-

34 Providing masonary wim modufar Orieks band on n>of in CM

16

220 RmORi 60.00/ Rm Rm R*

Total R*
R*

26 10% for Electrification works

26 Miscellaneous & round off

(Rupees Seventy lakhs only)

Rs

Grand Total Rs

AMOUNT
I in Rupee*!

2760OOO.00

1 3200 00

38 ) 2370 .W

58123700

606173 00

"1XWO00.O0

I

WMQS Tedinocrals and Associates,

Bangalore

Mfe £ I.M. LM
Bangalore



Detailed omte& reaan for integrated develM™*]! °f ***»* *>«* '* Bangalore OH POT fo^

HAhTE Of WORK: lnteor«t»d Dav^OfHiMfil of H*bbd lake m Bangalore «1 DOT Ban*

TABLE 5.H: DfWM «ttrti*t* *w BMHiftfl (*Fly (Southern mldt)

St

NO
SPEClFtCATHW No L D QCAN T1TY UNIT

AMCK>T
4 In Knp*r»j

1 Earth wortc excavation for foundation in Ortftoacy soil

Qty 560 cum @ R9.65.0O/ Cum

2 ProwidifiQ and laying the bed Cemant Concrete ml 4 8

Gty =75 cum @ Rs 1 700.00/ cum

3 Providmg and constructing the SSM, hammer dressed in CM

l 6 for foundation

C»y * 500 cum @ Rs.1 170.00/ cum

4 Providria. and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 1:2:4

Qty = 35 cum @ Rs .2450. 00/ cum

5 Providing and laying the Wire cut modular brick masonary

wall in CM i 6

Qty -2 cum @Rs. 3000.00/ cum

fi Earth warts filling to ma foundation & basement (available)

110 cum © Rs 35 OQVCum

7 Providing Pointing for exposed surfaces of SSM in CM 1:3

1 50 *gm G Rs 34 OOVSqm

8 Providing Pointing brick masonary in CM 1 3

30 sqm Q Rs 34 00>'$c*m

9 Tubular post columns for rainy shutter roof

80 Rmt & Rs 3000 00/Rmt

10 Tubul»f trusses & iron angia purlinw for rainy shutier roof

350 sqm © Rs 6000 00/Sqm

1

1

FRP sheet for rainy shutter roof

350 sqm@Rs.400.00irSqm

1 2 Chain guard at pehpery of steps, 5S Rmt

13 inter locking blocks paving for 350 sqm @ Rs ©50.00/sqm

14 10% Electncal works

1 5 Mscaianeous & round off

(Rupees Forty one lakhs fifty thousand only)

Cum Rs 36400 00

Cum Rs. 127500 00

Cum Rs 585O0QOQ

Cum Rs 208250.00

Cum Rs. 6000.00

Cum Rs, 3850 00

Sqm Rs. 510000

Sqm Rs, 1020 00

Unit Rs 24000000

Sqm Rs 21 00000 00

Sqm Rs. 140000.00

LS Rs. 80000.00

Sqm Rs I275O0 00

Rs 576062 00

dTota

Rs.

IRs.

13318.00

4150000.00

V1MOS Technocrats and Associates,

BgngakVe

M'5 El H Ud ,

Bangalore



B^ailed OfW* report for inlaaralaJ devotee"""* tf Hrtfrft
1 *""* irt fti>n

1rllftffi fl" P°T BaSlS

NAME OF WORK:

TABLES IS

SL
MO

3

I

SttC (FICAIIOS

Integrated hvttcpnwrt of H*frb*t i*k* in Bangglarfe an DOT B«it

6p|iiil«] eatimat* fo* Boating J*tty INortiMstBrn »ld*)

Ma B QTJAN TITV I Ml

Earth wortt excavation for Foundation in Ordinary soit

Qty 120 cum ® Ra 6S.00' cum

5and& Boulder filling

Qty *13 cum @ Rs.e35.0OJ cum

Providing and laying (he bed Cement Concrete m 1:4: S

Qty =8 cum® Rs. 1700.00/ cum

Providing ana constructing (ha SSM. ChistJ* dressed kl CM
Say60.00cum <@ Rs. 1430.00/ cu m

Earth *ork filling to Ihe foundation & basement {available)

50 Cum @ Rs.35.0Q/Cum

Providing Pointing for exposed surfaces of SSM in CM 1 :3

45 sqm@ Rs.34.Q0/Sqm

Providing and laying the Coping Cement Concrete in 1 2:4

Qty » 7cum Q» Rs. 2450 .001.' cum

Chain guard at pehpery of steps, 32 Rmt

10% Elactncal works

10 Miscellaneous & round off

Cum Re

Cum Rs

Cum Rs

cum Rs

Cum Rs

Sqm Rs

Cum Rs.

LS Rs

Rs.

Rs

AMOl M

Grand Total R*.

7SGO00

12*300

13*00 00

8580000

1730.00

1530.00

17 1 SO 00

3200000

L67I1D0

LS32T00

200000.00

(Rupees Two lakhs only)

I

I
VIMOS Tectin«?et$ and Associates.

Bangaion

W^S E I.H. Ud. t

Bangalore



DtuJed Ptojki Etcporl for uiHOMLXtm mDOTEb»iP

CHAPTER - 6

OPE RATION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

6A Operation and mauitenanrr of and KecnuHonnl fwrHirtes; *

Maintenance uf the recreational facilities designed in the earlier faction is most

important far preserving the ecological balance, good ettv i ronment and for keeping

clean of Hebbal Lake The acidities that will have to be performed by the

maintenance team shall comprise of the following

Daily operation of the limiting and founlains in and around the lake

Collection and disposal of all the solid wastes from restaurants, boat

bouse, food courts, decks, parks and other open spaces including the

jogging crack around the lake.

Maintenance and h sitting of the plants and other landscapes m aid

around the Lake

Clearing rags, papers etc , Of any) from the take surface Regular

disinfection of the lake surroundings.

Life guards for the boating area

Security persons for watch and ward

For maintain cleanliness in the toilet unit ale .

Administrative office cum reception center

Siore building

Medical care canter

Administrative office cum reception center

Advertisements boards

Landscaped parks. Mare blocks, and Musical fountains

Floating restaurant - Ino.

Boating etc

,

Boaihou3es - 2 nos

Food cowls 5 no.

With (lie fact in mind a derailed operational and niju'nienance plan has been worked

out, so as to ensure thai the facilities developed as part of the project, are

maintained

vrMOSTMtanba Mil Eft LM.
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6 J. Operation and Maintenance of silt trap and sawn barrier*: -

The essentiality ef construction of sill trap and screen barriers is explained in the

earlier section The mMiuramee of these units is another task for implication of

the project in good environmental condition lo give b&oJ service to the visitors of

Hebbil Lake.

The activities that wilt have to be oedbrmad by (he maimtnance team shall

comprise of the following.

• Removing of the collected floating so lid WKtH in the screen barrier

• The collected sill should be removed from the silt trap

For the maintenance ofa silt trap and screen barrier, the labour required is *ery low

may tike the assistance bom ibe staff of me land scapping and recreational

facilities.

6.3 Requirement ofman power aatd maintenance

The total estimated manpowiej required to maintain rhe different acn lines of

Hebbal Lake annualh/ is $5 penonnd has been proposed

Skilled 15 persons

Semi Skilled 1 1 persons

Unskilled (Labour) 30 persons

To annual operate, maintain and other expenses incurred are detailed out m the

financial bid for the items of pump, generator, house keeping, advertisement,

machinery etc , are worked out by increase in expenditure for corresponding next

year* is assumed as follow*

Salaries 5.0%

Power 5 0%

Advertisement 5.0%

Food 10.0%

House keeping 2.5%

Machine maintenance 50%

Maintenance 1 5%

Misc expenses 5.0%

t f
Authorised3bE°*

VMM bimi i \.<• •'• . M> LIU V*.
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6,1 Operation and Malmenanc* of silt tr*p and screen barrier*: -

The essentiAluv of consinicnon of silt trap and screen bamers is explained m the

earlier section' The maaucnanee of these units is another task for miplicaion of

the project in good environmental condition to give good service to ihe visitors of

Hebbal Like

The activities ftflt will ha« to be performed by the maintenai** learn shall

comprise of the following,

I

I

I
GJI Requirement ofman power and maintenance

The total estimated manpower required to maintain the rtiffenai activities of

Hebbal Lake annually is 55 personnel has been proposed.

I Skilled 15 persons

Semiskilled 10 persons

Unskilled (Labour) 30 persons

To annual operate, maintain and other expenses incurred are detailed out in the

financial bid for the item* of pump, generator, house keeping, advertisement,

machinery etc. aie worked out by increase in expenditure for corresponding next

vears is assumed as follow:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

• Removing <?f die collected floating solid wastes in the screen barrier

* The collected silt should be removed from the silt trap

For the maintenance of a silt trap and screen barrier, the labour required is very lo*

may take the assistxice from toe staff of the Land scapping and recreational

facilities.

Salaries 5.0%

Power 5.0%

Advertisement 5.0%

Food 10.0%

Housekeeping 2.5%

Machine maintenance 5.0%

Maintenance 2 5%

Misc. expenses S.0f%

tlMgnlnrr
hplortl
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CHAPTER-

7

FINANCING AW> SCHEME FOR 1MPUMENTATION

7*1, Introduction: *

The proposed Hebbal Lake comfion program has been appraised for its

financial sustainaoility in the present section Based on [he financial appraisal

various options financing and appropriate scheme Tor implementation is

recommended.

7Jt Project Appraisal and fin anting: -

>
It has been observed that in. India, inest projects rail after successful j lLj.^

implementation due to the lake ofpfoper maintenance. This lack of maintenance is * & *£ Aa-
direct fallout of financial constrainis being faced by mosr of the urban local bodies JtV^ ^**

(LTLBs), wherein available financial lesoujces are spread ihiruy across a wide ^x^S. t \

spectrum of new project leading meager resources for maintenance of existing AJW^ '

assets

In order to ensure dui adequate fui&icial itauurces art available to maintain

of [he project components to pn-specified standard, it is essential to identify

piojecl-relaled revenues that could be clearly earmarked for the same,

Revenue sources: -

The possible sources of revenue generaiinn potential from the Hebbal Lake

conservation project from [he Commercial Activities are as summanTped below mJ
are detailed out in the financial bid.

1 Ertfry fee

An estimated arrival into the park is assumed in the first year as 5 lakh people (it

excludes the children's below 5 ycais of age for them free 'entry) the rate of
increase for next years is assumed as fallow's.

2 io 5 year - 20%: 6 to 1 year - 1 $%: 1 1 to 1 5 year 10%

Entry ticket into the park is estimated at,

Rs 2Qt- per person in (he firsl J years

Ri. 25A per person m (he second 3 years

Rs. 30/- per person in die third 3 years

Rs 35/- per person in the fourth 3 years

Rs 40/- per person in (he fifth 3 years

YBKB T I i in ft AfWEtin

HH LTIX * ^J£ ^ruriVE t^Fi,W &M LTD.
F EXECUTIVE tfl*!C£F̂

Slgal
^A^D-i^/^ ' pANGALGRE
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2 Baaiing

Varieties of boating activities such as pedal boats, bumper boats, battery operaied

pleasure boats, iqui cycles etc . will be incrorfueNf The No. of rounds operating

per day. capacity per round and com of deter per person are estimated

3 Floating restaurant

The No. of cycles operating per day. capacity per cycle and cost of ticket per

person Li floating restaurant are estimated.

4 Lake view Open-air restaurant

In a year, the expected population that can utilize the Lake view open air

restaurants is 3 lakhs, on an avenge the percentage expenditure incurred by
persons; visiting the restaurant is as mentioned below,

10 ft Rs MWOO/head
to % Rs 300 OOhead
15% Rs 200 004icad

15ft Rs 100DO head

20 % Rs JO.Mfoead

30% Rs ZOOO/head.

The profit expected is t % of the turn over after excluding all the expenditure
incurred

5 Handicraft and Curio gift center

Annual rent expected from Handicraft corio gjfl center per year at rate Rs 5A per

Sq.fl. (Profit excludes :d ihe expenditure power etc.,)

6 Entry for ECo- friendly children parte and immersion of idols in the Kalyani, no fee

is charged as they are considered as a service for social cause.

The project is intended to be taken up max » a fulfillment of social oblijaiion

than as a source of re-venue generation. The project is formulated on. a break-even
basis and die activities; are so projected taking the eco-erhos of The water body and
late at large

73 Scheme for Implemen tatio n: -

As datcussed in the earlier chapter's for the implication of the project has to be
financed by M/s E I H Ltd , No 39. M G Road, Bangalore - 01 from his own
investment.

I

I

VIMCttT«*Mt<jiiJ: AniftiuiCT

E1H

-J3A^P&^ Lake Ov****** to* **
BANGAi-O^



CHAPTER - S

PROJECT EXECUTION, MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING

s.i Project Impkrofrttation Sefcedul*

The execution of the proposed project it expected to be 12 months dursoon.

including monsoon seasons (from May 2005 to April 2006) It excludes the period

required for awarding the Hebbal lake from Lake Development Authority cm DOT

basis, it may take about si\ months, say (from November 2004 to April 2005)

accordingly the PERT Chai is prepared as shown in table K I

1*2 Institutional Aspect?

As discussed en the earlier chapter's for the itnplicanon of the project has to be

financed by Mis E.I.H Ltd., No 39, M.G. Road, Bangalore - 01 from bis own

investment.

Project Management

Effective management and co-ordtrumon of the project actmbes a vay esscnnal

for development successful implementation of the complex projects such as Lake

conservation its operauon and nuintmanee This is due to the mutopbeiry of the

.vities and agencies msohed m the implementation and also during its operation

and maintenance lis successful implementanon is intended to be unpLcmeminori

completely earned through M s VEMOB Technocrats &

ulH^}^[
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Fig. 5,2 - Ffcnoramic view of the

HEBBAL LAKE after Restoration
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